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Eddie Anderson 

"I've used Zenith knives for over 3 years and they are 
consistent performers. They are as good if not better than 
any other knives we have used" 

l'.It'' 	l\' 
Tujack Hoover 

"We have Bandit, Morbark, and Vermeer brush chippers 
and we use Zenith knives on all of our chippers. For 
over 4 years now Zenith has been our knife of choice. 
We've tried other knives but we always come back to 
Zenith because of the good quality and delivery" 

11 	A 

Roger Trabucchi 

"... Then I ordered from your Company and received the 
blades individually wrapped, and packed tightly with 
cardboard. I will never order from another source again! 
Keep up the excellent work." 

POPULAR KNIVES SUPER PRICES 

4- 1/4 x 2 -3/8 x 1/2 
S895 Mitts & Merrill, Limbco 

5-3/32 x 4 x 1/2 $19.50 Bandit 

5-3/32 x 4 - 1/2 x 1/2 S20 75 Bandit  

7- 1/4 x 3 x 3/8 
$1795 Morbark 

7- 1/4 x 3 x 1/2 $22.85  Bandit 

7-1/4x4x3/8 S1851 Bandit, Morbark, Asplundh ___ 
7- 1/4 x 4 x 1/2 $23- . au Bandit 

7- 1/4 x 4 - 1/2 x 1/2 $24 Ot 
Bandit 

8 x 3 - 1/2 x 3/8 
Vermeer  

10 x 5 - 1/2 x 5/8 $39 . 40 Vermeer, Bandit  

12x3x3/8 
Asplundh, Altec, Bandit, Chipmore ' 

16x3x3/8 s1u.ou Asplundh, Altec, Bandit, Chipmore 

Prices good for products shipped by 6-30-02 
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Chris Vanderhoef 

"Everything about our chipper knife purchases has been 
great. Zenith knives are a far superior product; they last 
longer and cost less. The customer service people have 
been most helpful also." 

Wade Fagen 

"Zenith has a top-notch product and they are the only 
company that has shown any interest in improving knife 
life for me. They sincerely listened when I provided 
feedback. We will continue to buy knives from Zenith 
Cutter." 

John R. Brake Sr. 

"I am an owner-operator of a small tree service that 
depends on parts and equipment of good quality as well 
as durability. Zenith produces this type of product that 
holds a sharp edge for a long duration even while chip-
ping logs of 12" diameter. Zenith sharpens the dulled 
blades with the same quality in mind." 

To receive this special pricing, you must 

use this code: AD602 

Call Now To Order 

800-223-5202 
i ,wzenjthct 

We accept Mastercard, Visa, 
American Express and Discover 

PIeae circle 	on Reader Ser\ ice Card 
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What it has to do 
with us 

Everyone who is sick of hearing about Enron and Arthur Andersen 
raise your hand! Me, too, but it has given me pause to think a lot 

about how something like this happens on such a scale. 

I found some new clues recently while reading a very long article that traced a young 
professional's career at Enron over a period of about 20 years. The various recollections of 
this employee included encounters with people whose names have become household words 
in the past few months, as well as people who are not so well known. Memories were re-
counted of a job that the person was asked to do when whole files were missing. Questions 
were raised. Vague responses were given. None were satisfactory. 

I began to notice a recurring theme as I continued reading. Questions were raised. 
Vague responses were given. None were satisfactory. I'll excuse the person a little at 
the start of a career - even for a couple years - for naiveté, career-building enthusiasm, 
or just being out of the loop. Assignment given. Best job possible done. High-level ex-
ecutives must know what they are doing. Keep your head low and get it done. 

After several pages of this as the person's career advanced and the pattern continued, 
there is no room left for allowing any slack. I began to realize that the culture that was 
created became one of duplicity or omission. In the end, all become culpable. The speed 
of the day is fast, and the culture of get it done, don't ask questions, make money. look 
out for your next promotion feeds subtly under the surface. 

Along with that went the messages of the '80s that rolled quietly into the dawn of the 
'90s. only to explode 20 years later. You know the messages. They're the ones that our 
young people are fed regularly about success. Society's definition is the size and num-
ber of homes, cut of the suit, horsepower and quality of the leather in the car, and the 
clarity of the gems. 

In reality, they have absolutely nothing to do with success. Juxtaposed against this 
are those traits and qualities we hope our children might have the courage to emulate - 
Ghandi. Mother Theresa. etc. - which include none of the above. Some of the world's 
greatest artists and teachers certainly didn't have monetary success nor worldly acclaim 
in their lifetimes. 

Often, the most beautiful stories told in this world are those where sacrifice, honor, 
duty and even death acclaim people with the most success. We don't do a very good job 
of sharing those stories and then living their meaning anymore. 

Business success is nothing to be ashamed of, but it does not make a successful life. 
Having the courage to do what is right in the development of that business and in the 
treatment of the people that you work with - including not expecting them to do things 
that "walk the line" - is what builds a successful life. After all, as Dave Weinbaum says. 
'If you don't have a leg to stand on, you can't put your foot down." 

Think about it ... walk tall and straight. It's the measure of a successful life 

Cynthia Mills. CAE 
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Heavy Duty 
High Production 

• Low Owning & Operating Costs 
• Turn Unwanted Tree Waste Into 

A High-Value Mulch Product 
• Priced at about $160,000 

OPTIONAL 30' FOLDING DISCHARGE CONVEYOR AVAILABLE 

Built like its big brother, the 3680 Beast, and equipped with the same 
cuttermill, teeth and screens. 

Reduce and recycle brush, logs, stumps, whole tree, pallets, sawmill and 
logging waste, railroad ties, telephone poles, landscape waste, wet 
leaves, construction waste and other similar materials. 

BANDITINDUSTRIES, INC. 
6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, MI 49340 
PHONE: (800) 952-0178 OR (989) 561-2270 • FAX (989) 561-2273 
E-Mail: brushbandit@eclipsetel.com  • Website: www.banditchippers.com  

CALL TODAY FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION OR TO ARRANGE 

A DEMONSTRATION 
Please circle 10 on Reader Service Card 
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Personal Support 
By Tim Walsh 

E3 Sawmill Shootout 
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Mushrooms of armillaria at the base of a 
dead oak. Photo courtesy Dr. Philip M. 
Wargo. 

8 Drought puts trees at risk to insects and diseases 

Cover Photo 

0 Outlook 
By Cynthia Mills, CAE 

Having the courage to do what's right 
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Washington in Review 
By Peter Gerstenbergei 

Ergo guidelines may be 1ii1 tcp to 

regu I at ions. 

Q Industry Almanac 
Important regional and national 
meetings and activities. 

Q Branch Office 
By Mary McVicker 

Make sure your accounting system 
is serving you well. 

24 Cutting Edge 
New products and news in the tree care 
industry 

71 

JA 
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Galleries of adult two-line chestnut borer. 
Photo courtesy Dr. Philip M. Wargo. 

TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest 
industry news and information on regulations, standards, prac-
tices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to 
serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, mu -

nicipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the 
care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the non-
profit National Arborist Association, we vow to sustain the same 
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the 
field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide. 
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T275 with FM 7260 
Forestry Mower/Muicher 

____ RAYC O® 
4255 Lincoln Way East I Wooster, Ohio 44691-8601  
www.raycomfg.com  I E-mail: rayco@raycomfg.com 	 The Stump Cutter People" 
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Consulting Services 
BY Len Bloch 
How much is a tree worth ... And why do we 
need to know? 

Insect & Disease Management 
By Dr. Cheryl Smith 

A seasonal stroll through symptoms and 
solutions. 

Management Exchange 
Br William J. Lvnott 

Bull's eye marketing success with direct mail. 

Classified Advertising 
Help wanted, services, businesses, new 
and used products for sale 

Soil Management 
By Lana Robinson 

Take care of the soil, and the soil v ill take 
good care of the trees. 

NAA Forum 
Tim Johnson selected as chairman of Board 
of National Arborist Association. 

Ascenders can make 
climbing easier - if used 
properly. A variety of as-
cenders by CMI 
(clockwise, starting in up-
per right): Expedition, 
Small Ultrascenders, 
Large Ultrascenders, 
Ropewal ker. 

QD Community Service 
Arborists gather at historic site to donate 
their time and expertise! 

0 Tree News Digest 
News, stories and information on trees 
from around the world 

The chips were flying at the 
Great Portable Sawmill 
Shootout 2002. 

38 	Sawing for speed and profits 

From the Field 
BY Derek Patch 

Beware the fine hairs of the London plane tree. 
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Poison Oak-N-Ivy Cleanser RICE 
box (4 packets) 	 15795 .............. $3.25 
12 oz. bottle 	 15794 .............. $7.50 
32 oz. bottle 	 15796 ............ $12.75 

CalaGel 
6oz. bottle 	 15692 .............. 4.25 
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Eliminate the distractions of 
poison ivy, insect bites and even 
the sun, with professional grade 
skin products from Tec Labs. 

—-J 

CortiCool 
1 .5 oz. tube 	 15733 .............. '+.5  

10-Hour Insect Repellent  
2 oz. pump spray 	15792 	$425  

PowerDEET 25 Insect Repellent 
2 oz. pump spray 	15854 .............. $6.00 -ALL-- . . 	. 

i0ft 404"  

SolarepelTM 25 SPF Sunblock 	 itL 

4 oz. pump spray 	15853 ............$5.00 	' 	' 

1-800-525-8873 wwwsherrilhinc.com  
or visit a participating Vermeer dealer 

Offer avat cbie tH roug h Sherrill Arhonst Supply and participating Vermeer dealers. Sale prices expire July 15, 2002. 
VERMEER and VERMEER LOGO are registered trademarks of Vermeer Monufactring Company in the US and/or other countries. All Rights Reserved. 
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A Christmas tree farm with transplants that didn't survive. 

B rian Beaty examines another stressed white pine. 
Parched, brown needles fall into his hands at the 
slightest touch. Like other pines he's seen this year 

in Woodstock. Vt., this one, weakened by drought. has 
succumbed to pine borers. 

Two dry bands of drought straddle the nation. The first 
band runs up the east coast from Georgia to Maine. The 
other blankets Montana down to the southern tip of Texas 
and west to southern California. 

The Climate Prediction Center's U.S. Seasonal Drought 
Outlook predicts that while there will be some improve-
ment in the central part of the nation, the drought is likely 
to persist or intensify well into the summer months. 

The outcrops of drought in trees range from what can 
be called a "general malaise" - a wilting or failure to leaf 

out - to pest and disease problems. Dr. Sharon Douglas. 
at the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, De -

partinent  Plant Pathology and Ecology. says. "\Vc' re 

Dying of Thirst 
Trees suffering through prolonged drought 
BY Jacqueline Gcitelv 

U. S. Seasonal Drought Outlook 
Through July 2002 low 	
R&..o.d April 18, 2002 

Some improvement - -
Likely to Persist Likel 

Scatter 	Vater' 
Shortages 	 ~,V 

'74
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- 

- Likeiy  

Scattereci  Mier  - 
.-.--..Shortages  

K 	
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=f toPersedso 	 '!f4 
Drought ongoing, some Depicts general, Large-scale trends bared e,n subjectively desoed probabilities 

improvement 	 gu ided by oa,ttot005 indicators, including shoP and tong-range statistical and 
dyrtarrecat forecasts Story-tees 8000te - such as ,ntho,dnaj sf0005 - cannot be 

Drought likely to 	accurately forecast more than a low days in adoa000, so nsa cacttoo  if  0009 tOo 
improve 	 on000ft  for applications  - such as corps.- that can be affected by such beets 

Drought development 	 Ogoog Ocuy'o onotc are sooe-ttcullyprc.Ottttnd Oct the Drought 
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Home landscape water use can consume from 59 percent to 67 percent of total home 

water demand, according to American Water Works Association Research Foundation. 

He l ping What  is the value of home landscapes, and how much water should a home landscape 
 use? While there is no precise answer, attractive landscapes have been shown to increase 

property values from 7.28 percent to nearly 15 percent. 

Homeowners 	sure, 
How much water a home landscape needs depends upon its soil. sun and shade expo- 

re, plant types. irrigation system and local climate. To help meet current and future 
demand, public water agencies are seeking ways to gain verifiable, long-term efficiency 

Coflserve 	in home landscape water use. The following examples show how simple and sophisti- 
cated tools alike can help arborists teach homeowners how to increase landscape water-use 
efficiency, save water, reduce peak demands and even manage periods of drought equl- 

\/\Jater 	tably throughout the community 

Low-tech solution: Soil probes 
"If we just had something that told us how wet or dry the soil is. we could save water." 

goes the saying of landscape managers and arborists. Try a soil probe to determine soil-
moisture levels quickly. Using a soil probe is as easy as inserting it into the ground. 
pulling it out and then feeling and seeing the soil in it. To test the water-saving potential 
of this simple device, the Irvine Ranch Water District conducted a voluntary test of 90 

homes. Residents were instructed to use the probes as follows: 

1. Turn automatic sprinklers off. 

FREE CARE !Nt)LSTRY - PINE 2//// 



dealing with dry conditions that have 
been occurring over several years." 	U.S. Drought 
Much of what's being seen in the field 	 w 
is worsened by the current situation, but 
is the aftermath of the prolonged 	 AW- 
A 	h rout  t. 

In addition to biological impacts of 
drought, the tree industry is feeling fi-
nancial and political reverberations. For 
example, in the driest landscapes of El 
Paso. Texas. homeowners are pulling the 
plug on costly landscape irrigation sys-
tems due to rising water costs. In 
Colorado. where snowfall is down by as 
much as 50 percent. the green industry 
is taking part in water ban discussions. 

While it's impossible to keep every 
tree in good health in times of severe 
drought. taking a proactive approach for 
a prized or sentimental tree can support 

.. 

Silent Suffering 
Symptoms of drought stress in trees ma look innocuous. 	 Photos courtesy Sharon M. Douglas 

non-specific. or be completely out of sight. A tree's first dam- 
age from drought occurs beneath the soil line in the form of 

2. Push the probe into the ground (where turf, shrubs, trees and groundco\ er 
 are planted).  

If the soil is dry. turn water oil (Using 

Pull out the probe and observe and feel the soil to cletermille 

 
4. If the soil is wet or moist, do not water. 

applied only within the root zone.  
Repeat the process before the next \\atering . 

 
The test homes were compared with neighboring non-test homes (the control 

('i -oup) on the same streets. The water savings were measured against the previ- Trees growing aluty this natural ridge in very thin 
ous year's water use for all test and control homes. The water savings for test soil are the first to show symptoms of drought 
homes over control-group homes were beyond agency expectations: stress. 
• 69 percent in the spring: 
• 24 percent in the summer: 
• 	16 percent in the fall. 

The S 12 cost of the probe was recovered in average home water savings within each three-month test period, regardless of 
the season. The cost-effectiveness of the probe combined with positive customer response makes it a simple and effective 
\\ ater-conservation  tool. 

Soil probes are inexpensive and simple enough for everyone to use. They can save significant amounts of water regardless of the 
t\ pe of landscape and in the absence of water meters and sophisticated irrigation scheduling technology. Water agencies. home 
builders and homeowners associations often give probes away as promotions at seasonal events and during homewater audits, and 
thousands of home gardeners are using the probes to reduce landscape water use. 

.S ulebars excerpted from 'Water Right - Conserving Our Water, Preserving Our Environment" a publication oft/ic International 
Turf Producers Foundation. 

Monitor April 23, 2002 
Valid 8 am. EDT 

AY 

E DO  	Dry 	Drought Impact Types: 

El  Dl Drought—Moderate 	A = Agriculture 

O D2 Drought—Severe 	
W = Water (Hydrological)  
F = Fire danger (Wildfires) 

• D3 Drought—Extreme 	,.'Delineates dominant Impacts 
•D4 Drought—Exceptional 	No type =AJl 3 impacts) 

The Drought Monitor focuses on broad-scale conditions. 
Local conditions may vary See accompanyng text summary 
for forecast statements 

http://drought.unl.edu/dm  
IL. 	iUU IICUILII. JIIC LIIUL I 	UppUI LCU 

with good cultural practices, proactive 
monitoring for pests and disease, and response to warning signs 
t more I ikelv to survive. 

USDA 

Released Thursday, April 25, 2002 
Author: Scott StephensIRichard Helm NOAAiNCDC 
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root damage. long before any outward 
signs of trouble. After a tree's unsuccess-
ful attempts to conserve water by closing 
stomates, feeder roots die back, some-
times so drastically that the tree is unable 
to take up enough water to support itself. 

In the worst case, a healthy looking 
tree collapses without much warning, 
like the willows that Greg Carbone from 
The F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert 
Company's Newton, Mass., office has 
seen. Trees that are accustomed to "wet 
feet." such as willows and swamp 
maples. can "just up and dry out" dur-
ing prolonged drought. he says. 

More often, though, the signs of stress 
are much less dramatic. Radial growth 
slows. Leaves are undersized and may 
wilt, yellow, curl or crinkle, will be mar-
ginally scorched, or even turn brown and 

High-Tech Solution: 
ET-signal irrigation controllers 

How much water trees require depends upon the type of tree and its evapo-
transpiration rate. Evapotranspiration. or ET. is the total amount of water 
lost from the soil through evaporation or used by trees to take in nutrients 
and control temperature. For healthy growth, a tree needs only the amount 
of water the ET rate provides. Most trees suffer when they receive more 
water. Applying the right amount of water, based on the local weather and 
the tree's actual need, is the key to using water efficientl\. 

But homeowners often overwater their lawns, which in turn surpasses Ll 

tree's real needs. It is not difficult to understand why. Computing and set-
ting landscape-irrigation time based on weather changes is a complicated. 
time-consuming and never-ending task. However, new irrigation-schedul-
ing technology can change how green industry professionals and 
homeowners save landscape water. 

New wireless technology transmits local weather data each week directly 
to homes equipped with ET-receiving irrigation controllers. setting new and 
efficient irrigation schedules. This method of programming irrigation con-
trollers provides the right amount of water at the right time for maximum 
plant health and water efficiency. 

The technology was tested in a one-year study of 120 homes in Orange 
County, Calif. The study showed that ET irrigation-control technology re-
sulted in home-landscape water savings of 17 percent to 25 percent, and it 
indicated that water savings increase dramatically as the size of the land-
scape increases. One water agency official observed: "For the first time ill 
history we can achieve verifiable landscape water efficiency." 

The test identified at least 10.000 homes in the Irvine Ranch Water Dis-
trict that could save water with the installation and use of this technology. 
But is it cost-effective enough for arborists to recommend it to homeowners? 
The study indicated that homes using moderate amounts of water for land- 

(011tililI('(I on xpage 12 

WE '  RE 

stocked 
TO KEEP YOU 

well equipped 
Our new 160 full color page catalog 
of professional tools and equipment for the 
arborist, Landscaper and serious gardener 
will leave 
quite an 
impression 
with over 
400 new 
items! 

FOR 1THE Y;i:iIi;fl-TiIlI 
Featuring the newest technology 
in arborist tools and climbing 
equipment. 

Check out Bishop Company's new 
catalog of professional toots and 
equipment for the landscaper. 

on,  
Become a Bishop Company dealer 
and stop sending your customers 
away empty handed. 

"LL [BOO] 421-4H33 
andrequest jVour 

bishop 
company 

P.D. Box 870, Whittier, CA 90608 

1-800421-4833 
or aIe1bishco.com  

4 Hr. Fax s6-GY8-3H 

MEMBER 

I 	± A1 
Please circ l e I I on Reader Scr\ cc C iiLI 

fall. Emergent shoots are short. In an ef-
fort to right the imbalance caused by 
root-loss, crown dieback or a general 
thinning of the canopy occurs. 

Opportunistic pests 
That's when "opportunistic" pests 

make their move. Douglas recommends 
cutting back any deadwood on the tree 
because drought-stressed trees are more 
likely to succumb to disease and pests. 
which "wait" for the tree's weakest mo-

ment to attack. 
Dr. Phillip M. Wargo, of the USDA 

Forest Service in Connecticut, has stud-
ied stress-related diseases for more than 
30 years. He says borers, such as the 
adult twolined chestnut borer, are 
thought to be drawn by the odors and 
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CHIPPERS SO GOOD 
WE  DJUBLUTHE WARRANTY 
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scapes could save 57 gallons of water per day. This translates into an average 
annual savings of at least 20.000 gallons of water saved per home. 

The study found these additional benefits of ET irrigation-control technology: 
• All test-home residents said they found the controller to be convenient 
because they did not have to manually set, change or reprogram irrigation times. 
• The average annual water cost-savings, at $114, was greater than the yearly 
FT weather-data broadcast signal fee of $48. 
• Homeowners reported that their landscapes looked as good as or better 
than they did prior to use of the ET irrigation-control technology. 
• The technology can send a reduced-percentage signal prescribed during 
drought periods. (This need would be established by the local water agency to 
help meet drought and/or emergency shortages automatically. For example: If 
an area needs to reduce water use by 20 percent, the broadcast system can 
send an ET signal that is 20 percent lower across that part of the customer base 
that is outfitted with the technology. Landscapes can survive on 20 percent 
less water than ET standards.) 

Further testing of this weather-based irrigation-scheduling technology will 
be conducted on different types of home and commercial landscapes in areas 
of the western United States that do not have water meters. 

With water demands projected to surpass delivery capacity in many areas, 
public agencies and landscape water managers will be able use ET irrigation-
control technology to help meet water demands efficiently and cost-effectively. 
Irrigation system controllers are a prime example of how technology and sci-
ence can help policymakers, planners, environmentalists, homeowners and 
businesses use water efficiently in urban landscapes. 

acoustic signals of stressed trees. The 
sound of water columns breaking cues 
the borer to invade the tree and lay eggs. 

The emergent young make extensive 
feeding galleries in the tree's cambial 
zone, which makes a water or nutrient 
exchange impossible. 

Wargo recommends taking preventa-
tive action by applying treatment by 
spray or injection to protect prized or im-
portant trees from borers because, "by 
the time we realize the tree is stressed, 
it's been heavily riddled and girdled." 

Another offender "laying-in-wait" for 
a tree to become stressed is root-disease-
causing fungus, which makes initial con-
tact with surface roots. Wargo notes that 
the rhizomorphs that spread disease can 
be identifies as "a black, sometimes 
shiny network around tree roots." When 
a chemical change in the tree signals a 
weakened state, the fungus penetrates the 
bark, wood, and cambial zone with fan-
like, leathery clumps, cutting off the 
water supply to the tree. 

Professionals Protect their Turf by driving on 
AlturnaMATSO ground cover mats 
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Things great and small 
While all trees are at risk durinz lonz 

period of drought, some are more prone 
to its effects. New transplants are highly 
vulnerable to drought stress. Jim 
Chatfield at Ohio State University rec-
ommends supplemental watering for the 
first few years of establishment, to the 
extent that it's allowed. 

But even mature trees are suffering. Lisa 
Rams, an arborist and customer service 
manager at Arborguard Tree Specialists in 
Avondale Estates, Ga.. which has been ex-
periencing drought through the end of last 
year and into spring, reports. "We're see-

ing a lot of mature trees in decline in 
Georgia associated with the drought con-
ditions." Like many municipalities, local 
bans limit watering. 

Watering trees deeply with soaker hoses 
or irrigation systems as opposed to brief. 
surface watering helps sustain trees. But. 
cautions Chatfield. "it's very difficult to do 
much for a large tree because of the mas-
sive amounts of water it needs." With so  

many trees affected. he recommends tak-
ing a "triage" approach. watering those 
trees to the extent that you can help. 

Wargo notes that there has been severe 
tree damage along the rocky escarpments 
of the humped profile of Sleeping Giant 
Mountain State part in Connecticut. The 
drought exacerbates matters for trees al-
ready under stress, such as those on dry 
slopes, surrounded by pavement, or im-
properly planted. In landscape situations. 
consider taking action, like moving smaller 
trees to a better location, alleviating com-
paction. or replacing moisture-draining 
lawn with a layer of mulch. 

Bob Bishop, Faculty Extension As-
si stant. Horticulture, Maryland 
Cooperative Extension. suggests 
mulching with pine needles or a 2- to 
3-inch layer of compost. The compost 
provides microorganisms and biologi-
cal activity that chemical fertilizers 
can't supply. 

Avoid the knee-jerk reaction to 
"pump-up the tree" for health with  

chemical fertilizers altogether. recom-

mends Douglas. "Fertilizers are 
essentially salts." she notes. "and can end 
up doing more harm than good." She also 
cautions that trees under stress may be 
particularly sensitive to herbicides, such 
as broad leaf lawn control products. 

Outlook 
The aftereffects of the current drought 

will likely ripple for the next three to five 
years. with the strongest trees surviving. 
"Trees have developed their own mecha-
nisms for coping with these cycles." 
explains Beaty. But some trees are on the 
brink of survival and "could go either 
way." such as in the case of a 100-year-
old sugar maple. "If it means the 
difference between keeping a tree around 
for your lifetime or losing it in the next 
five years," he says. "it's worth doing 
something about." 
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Ergo Guidelines Likely, But Don't 
Count Out Regulations 

The Labor Department's ergonomics 
program, unveiled April 5 by Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
head John Henshaw, uses a comprehensive 
approach to reducing workplace muscu-
loskeletal disorders, to include: 
industry-specific and task-specific guide-
lines; strong and effective enforcement; 
extensive outreach and assistance: and re-
search. 

Senate Democrats were sharply critical 
of the Department of Labor's plan at a 
Health, Education, Labor and Pension 
Committee hearing April 18, during which 
Secretary Elaine Chao announced that the 
department will focus its efforts initially 
on nursing homes. 

Several senators complained that 
OSHA's initiative was merely a "plan for 
a plan." 

Sen. Paul Welistone (D-Minn.) argued 
that OSHA's plan is not a new initiative, 
and pointed out that the agency has been 
providing outreach and assistance on er -
gonomics for nearly two decades. In 
addition, the agency has issued guidelines 
to specific industries and used the general 
duty clause of the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act to enforce citations. He also 
noted there has been a lot of research on 
work-related musculoskeletal disorders, 
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including a National Academy of Sciences 
report that was finished a year ago. 

Welistone also complained that OSHA 
has no definition for musculoskeletal dis-
orders for recordkeeping. He wondered 
how the agency can address the problem 
without a definition of injury given that 
the agency delayed a decision on the is-
sue under its overall injury 
recordkeeping rule. 

1-lenshaw claims that OSHA will use the 
definition for MSDs that is used by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics for the time be-
ing. BLS defines a musculoskeletal 
disorder as an injury or disorder of the 
muscles, nerves, tendons, joints, cartilage. 
and spinal discs. MSDs do not include dis-
orders caused by slips, trips, falls, motor 
vehicle accidents, or similar accidents. 

Rulemaking Still 
Possible 

In mid-April, Sen. John Breaux (D-La.) 
introduced a revised bill to force the La-
bor Department to complete a federal 
ergonomics standard, saying the Bush 
administration's largely voluntary ap-
proach is too weak. 

The bill (5. 2184) is similar to a mea-
sure introduced a little over a year ago 
following a congressional vote to kill the 
controversial Clinton administration ergo-
nomics rule. It was referred to the 
Committee on Health. Education, Labor. 
and Pensions. 

The bill has picked up the support of 
several key Democrats, including all the 
Democrats on the Senate Labor Commit-
tee, chaired by Sen. Edward Kennedy 
(D-Mass.). That support is important be-
cause Breaux does not serve on the 
committee, which has jurisdiction over the 
legislation. 

A lone Republican, Sen. Arlen Specter 
(R-Pa.). is co-sponsoring the bill. The leg-
islation is unlikely to pick up much 
additional Republican support given the 

GOP-led opposition to kill the ergonom-
ics standard in 2001. 

Ironically, Breaux and Specter were 
among those in the Senate who voted to 
kill the Clinton administration rule, which 
industry groups argued was far too com-
plex for most employers. But both senators 
argue that some form of federal regulation 
is still necessary to protect workers from 
hundreds of thousands of new repetitive 
motion-related injuries that are recorded 
each year. 

The new rule, which would be promul-
gated by the Labor Department's 
Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration, would be developed in a way that 
avoids at least some of the controversy 
raised by the now-killed regulation. For 
example. OSHA would have to avoid any 
conflict with state workers' compensation 
programs, which under the old proposed 
rule would have required employers to 
fully compensate injured workers while 
they recovered. 

The department would be directed to 
base a future rule on existing evidence 
gathered by OSHA during the old 
rulemaking, which includes thousands of 
comments, studies, and other material. 

Proponents argue that the department 
could still rely on newer information - the 
bill specifically refers to employer and in-
dustry practices that have been shown to 
be effective in cutting musculoskeletal dis-
orders - but argue there is also a wealth of 
information in the existing docket. 

The department would be directed to 
address only those injuries suffered in the 
workplace, though that distinction is at the 
heart of the debate between labor and in-
dustry over the causes of musculoskeletal 
disorders. 

The department also would have to de-
scribe in clear terms when a workplace is 
required to address ergonomic hazards. 

Peter Gerstenbeiger is director of busi-
ness management, safety & education for the 
National A cIo uivt A s.vOciatiul i - TCI 
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Events & Seminars 

Don't miss these upcoming events 

More almanac online! 
www.natlarb.com  -> news -> industry calendar 

June 13-14, 2002 
Tree Biology - Magnified 
Dr. Alex Shigo 
Portsmouth Elks Banquet Hall 
Portsmouth, NH 
Contact: The Portsmouth Seminars, 
1-800-841-2498 

June 16-17, 2002 
Bird & Wildlife Watching and Backyard 
Habitat Industry Expo 
Madison, WI 
Contact: Target Communications, 
1-800-324-3337 or 
www.backyard-birds.com  

June 20-22, 2002 
Ohio Chapter ISA 
Summer Tree Care Conference and Trade 
Show 
Columbus Marriott North 
Columbus, OH 
Contact: Ohio Chapter ISA, 
(216) 381-1740 

June 21, 2002 
Ohio Chapter ISA 
Summer Tree Care Conference & 
Trade Show 
Columbus Marriott North 
Columbus, OH 
Contact: Ohio Chapter ISA, 
(216) 381-1740 

June 27, 2002 

ISA - Pacific Northwest Chapter and 
National Arborist Association 
"Building A Safety Program That Works" 
"Using & Writing Pruning Specifications 
with A300 Tree Care Standards" 
Seattle, WA 
Contact: (503) 874-8263 or by e-mail at 
info@pnwisa.org . 

July 2002 
California Interior Plantscape Association 
Roots and Shoots Technical Seminar - 
Maintenance 
California locations 
Contact: (707) 462-2276 or 
www.cipaweb.org  

July 19-21, 2002 
International Lawn, Garden 
and Power Equipment Expo 
Louisville, KY 
Contact: 1-800-558-8767 or 
www.expo.mow.org  

July 25-26, 2002 
Washington State Nursery and 
Landscape Association 
2002 Emerald Expo 
Stadium Exhibition Center 
Seattle, WA 
Contact: Vickie Wilson, 1-800-672-7711, 
vicwsnla@nwrain.com  
or www.emeraldexpo.com  

July 28-31, 2002 
78th Annual Conference 
International Society of Arboriculture 
Seattle, WA 
Contact: ISA Housing Bureau, (330) 425-
9330 or isa2002@conferon.com  

July 30-31, 2002 
Turf and Landscape Field Days 
Virginia Tech & Virginia Turfgrass Council 
Blacksburg VA 
Contact: David Chalmers, (540) 231-
9738, chalmers@vt.edu  or David 
McKissack, (540) 231-5897, turfi @vt.edu  

August 14, 2002 
Ohio Turfgrass Foundation 
OSU/OTF Turfgrass Research Field Day 
OTF Research & Education Center 
Columbus, OH 
Contact: 1-888-683-3445, 
www.ohioturfgrass.org  or 
otfinfo@offinger.com  

August 20, 2002 
Michigan Forestry and Park Association, 
Inc. (MFPA) & National Arborist Asociation 
Joint One-Day Business Management 
Workshop 
Marriott Eagle Resort 
Ypsilanti, Ml 
Contact: (517) 482-5530 or by e-mail at 
ashby.ann@acd.net . 

August 28-30, 2002 
California Interior Plantscape Association 
CalScape Expo 
San Francisco, CA 
Contact: (707) 462-2276 or 
cipa@cipaweb.org  

September 18, 2002 
Virginia Tech Hampton Roads Agricul-
tural Research and Extension Center 
27th Annual Nursery and Landscape 
Field Day 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Contact: Bonnie Appleton, 
(757) 363-3906 or bapple@vt.edu  

September 19, 2002 
Making Trees Your Business 
Waynesboro, VA 
Contact: Kathy Sevebeck, 
(540) 557-2363 
or www.treesvirginia.org  

September 25-26, 2002 
Multi-State Ornamental Plant 
Materials Conference 
Holiday Inn, 
Stillwater, OK 
Contact: Mike Schnelle, (405) 744-7361 
or mas@okstate.edu  

October 3, 2002 
Ohio Turfgrass Foundation 
Annual Golf Tournament 
City of Blue Ash Golf Course 
Blue Ash, OH 
Contact: 1-888-683-3445, 
www.ohioturfgrass.org  or 
otfinfo © off inger.com  
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GET RESULTS FASTER USING Al R-S PAD E®  
Excavate plant roots in minutes, without root 
damage. The air excavation tool preferred by 
hundreds of professionals worldwide for: 

• Root Collar Excavation 
• Root Pruning 
• Aeration and Vertical Mulching 
• Radial Trenching 
• New Construction 
• Locating Utilities 
• Reducing soil compaction 
• Treating Plant Diseases 

Find out about the benefits that air excavation can have on 
plant health and your business. AIR-SPADE ®  has been 
proven the world's best air excavation tool, and "one of the 
few tools that pays for itself in one job". 
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October 6-8, 2002 
New England ISA 
36th Annual Convention 
Cambridge Marriott, 
Cambridge, MA 
Contact: Marcia Charter, (978) 266-8990 
or macharter@prodigy.net  

October 18, 2002 
19th Annual Perennials Conference 
The Scott Arboretum 
Swarthmore College 
500 College Ave. 
Swarthmore, PA 
Contact: Longwood Gardens, 
(610) 388-1000, Ext. 507 

October 18-20, 2002 
7th Annual Meeting & Exposition 
New Jersey Shade Tree Federation 
Grand Hotel, 
Cape May, NJ 
Contact: Bill Porter, (732) 246-3210 

October 21-27, 2002 
23rd Annual International Irrigation 
Show & Exposition 
New Orleans, LA 
Contact: The Irrigation Association, 
(703) 536-7080 or fax: (703) 536-7019 

November 7-9, 2002 
National Arborist Association 
TCI EXPO 2002 
Midwest Express Center 
Milwaukee, WI 
Contact: Carol Crossland, 
1-800-733-2622, Ext. 106, 
crossland © natlarb.com  

December 9-12, 2002 
Ohio Turfgrass Foundation 
Ohio Turfgrass Conference & Show 
Greater Columbus Convention Center 
Columbus, OH 
Contact: 1-888-683-3445, 
www.ohioturtgrass.org  or 
otfinfo@offinger.com  

January 14-16, 2003 
43rd Virginia Turf and Landscape 
Conference and Trade Show 
Richmond Marriott 
Richmond, VA 
Contact: Susan Floyd, (540) 942-8873, 
thevtc@cfw.com  or David Chalmers. 
(540) 231-9738, chalmers@vt.edu  

Send information on your event to 

Tree Care Industry, 
3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1. 

Manchester, NH 03103 
Fax. (603) 314-5386 

E-mciil: Ziinin.skv@naticirb.co ,n 
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Serving You Well? 
By Mary McVicker 

S
o often when we ask a business 
owner an accounting question, 
the answer is: "Because that's how 

it's done" or "That's how it is." And 
there the matter drops. The answer isn't 
necessarily bad or as unhelpful as it 
sounds. 

In every trade or profession there are 
a lot of questions where the answer is 
essentially, "Because it works better that 
way." Custom, tradition, and sound trade 
practice influence how a business is con-
ducted, and these influences tend to 
become parameters. Accounting has 
more than its share of such parameters, 
most of them mystifying to a non-ac-
countant. Unfortunately, this leads to an 
impression that accounting - and ac-
countants - are rigid! 

The assumption has some justification. 
There are rules that have to be followed 
because they make the accounting sys-
tem work and give it consistency. But 
there are choices within accounting. 
Some transactions, for instance, can be 
accounted for in several ways, each cor-
rect. There are various ways of 
accounting for depreciation or for inven-
tory. Accounting for a tree care business 
can be quite different than accounting for 
a retail business. 

Businesses have choices with respect 
to accounting. Choices may be few and 
seemingly minor, but they're worth con-
sideration. When alternatives exist, the 
choice should result in an accounting 
system suited to the needs of the tree care 
business. 

Year End 
Many businesses use a calendar year for 

the business year. Most of the time this 
choice is made at start-up, without much  

(or any) consideration of other possibili-
ties. And, with so many weighty decisions 
to be made in getting the business under 
way, this isn't surprising. A calendar year 
seems the easiest and the most convenient. 
But does it suit the tree care business as 
well as a different year-end might? 

A business year for accounting pur-
poses should reflect the business' cycle. 
A seasonal tree care business that has its 
greatest activity in the spring and sum-
mer probably should not have a year end 
in June, which is essentially in the 
middle of its busiest time. There's a cer-
tain amount of winding up that goes with 
the end of a business year, and during a 
heavy business season people are too 
busy to tend to year-end jobs properly. 
as any bookkeeper will tell you. Matters 
of year-end reports. summaries, plan-
ning, and organizing records just don't 
fit in at that time. The office is swamped 
trying to keep up with the paperwork 
generated by the sales. 

For some businesses there are ques-
tions of how they would like the 
inventory reflected on the year-end state-
ments - at a high or low level. This, in 
turn, affects the profit (on paper) and, of 
course, taxes. It has an impact on how 
the business looks to others reading the 
financial statements. Creditors. potential 
lenders, investors, all receive a certain 
impression of the business' profitability 
from its financial statements. 

Pricing 
There are other considerations for de-

termining whether an accounting system 
serves the tree care business well. Con-
sider the matter of pricing. 

Pricing has to cover all costs. Sales 
need to generate enough revenue to pay  

all the expenses of the business, includ-
ing office salaries, fuel for vehicles. 
taxes, insurance, and so on. Many of 
these costs are indirect - they aren't the 
material that goes into the service or the 
cost of the service. As a result, these 
costs tend to get overlooked in pricing. 
At least in theory, the price of an item or 
service should cover all costs associated 
with that item, however indirectly, and 
allow some profit for the business. 

Some services are more profitable than 
others, for a variety of good reasons, in-
cluding competition and customer 
expectations. Some services must be 
priced low, often barely covering costs. 
Consequently other services are priced 
with more than their "share" of costs. 
This quickly gets complicated. 

How do you know if your pricing truly 
covers costs? Unfortunately, the knowl-
edge often comes to light late in the 
game. when losses are heavy. And also 
unfortunately. "accurate" pricing is more 
possible in theory than in reality. 

That said, your accounting system 
should give you good information about 
expenses and costs. This may mean 
showing more detail, not putting ex-
penses into broad categories, or utilizing 
categories that better reflect the structure 
of expenses in the business. 

Showing expense in "useful" detail 
also enables you to get a better handle 
on what expenses are doing. They are 
usually rising, but when and by how 
much? And what will the impact he over-
all on the business' profitability? 

Complex businesses 
Businesses with more than one kind of 

operation - pruning and removals, spray-
ing. firewood sales - often can use a 
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different accounting structure than a busi-
ness with one operation. Sales and services 
can be two distinct types of business ac-
tivity. For many such businesses one basic 
accounting system often works just fine. 
For some businesses it may make sense to 
have an accounting system - or to struc-
ture the business - to take into account 
those very different operations. One of the 
considerations is how readily you can re-
trieve the information you need, 
particularly with respect to pricing. 

These matters can quickly become 
complex, and an accountant may be 
needed to help with the decisions. The 
accountant may consider that making 
changes is more trouble and expense than 
the result would justify. Change may not 
be possible for various reasons. 

Accounting services 

It should give people the information 
they need, relatively quickly. The infor-
mation should be clear. 

If at all possible. the system should not 
generate the heaviest workload at a time 
of the year when the business is at a peak 
of activity. They accounting year cycle 
should fit with the business' year cycle. 
so  that they work together and not in 
opposition to each other. 

And most of all, the system should be 
such that people view it as one of the 
business' most useful tools, not as an 
opposing force. 

Is it time for some change? 

Mary Mc Vicker was a tal attorney before 
leaving to teach and write. She has been a 
small-business consultant in Broo'leI I. Ill.. 
for more than 18 years. TCI 
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The type of accountant your business 
uses is another option to consider. 
Choices range from one of the behemoth 
international firms to a sole practitioner 
who works from home. 

Many small businesses overbuy when it 
comes to getting accounting help. Often 
they're tempted by the recognizable name 
or the marketing. The range of services can 
sound impressive, clouding the question of 
how much of these services the small tree 
care business really needs. 

Some of the very large accounting 
firms that recognize the potential of ser -
vicing small businesses have instituted 
small-business segments or specialties. 
Their definition of "small business" can 
range into hundreds of millions in rev-
enue, though. While they purport to 
tailor their services to the client's needs. 
they simply are bigger than most small 
businesses need. And, it goes without 
saying, they are more expensive as well. 

One of the best accountants specializ-
ing in small business I know works out of 
her home. She's a CPA, professional. 
keeps up with changes. and is geared to 
small businesses, some of them very small. 
She gets all of her business through refer-
rals, and she's very busy. Many of her 
clients have been with her for years. Don't 
overlook such opportunities for your busi-
ness accounting needs. 

Conclusion 
An accounting system should ork for 

the tree care business in various ways. 

The Jarraff all terrain tree trimmer provides power, performance 
and productivity. The Jarraff requires virtually no set-up time. 
And since workers never leave the ground, the Jarraff 
adds safety to every job. Save time, money and 
manpower with Jarraff. 

Jarraff Features: 

One-person operation 

• Hydraulics run boom and traction 
independently and continuously 

• 75-foot maximum cutting height 

• Simple controls- 
2 four-way joysticks 

• 24-inch diameter 
saw blade 
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Ascenders used as lanyard adjusters. Gibbs on the left, 
Petzl Macrocender on right. Note the bolt and the smooth 
ridged cams. 

Rock Exotica Footlocker. Note the twin 
cams and the two-stage spring-loaded pin 
that locks the cams in place, visible on 

i right side of ascender. 

Ascender Use in Tree Care for 
Personal Support 

BY Tim VValsh 

The inspiration for this article came from a number of ascender-
related accidents. (This is actually the third in a series that discusses 
the proper use of ascenders in tree climbing. (See The Tree Worker. 
January and February 2002.) One such accident was brought to my 
attention a few months ago and my research uncovered a number 
of similar ones. Most of the problems stem from improper selec-
tion of ascenders or improper use. This article is meant to provide 
some basic information on the general types of ascenders and their 
proper application to arboricultural use. This is not a gear promo-
tion article, but it will focus on some of the ascenders that are 
commonly in use. There is a lot of information out there pertaining 
to ascenders - and there seems to be some differences on ratings - 
so I will try to focus on strength ratings as listed by the manufac-
turers. 

The best place to begin an article about 
equipment or techniques in arboricultural 
operations is with the current safety standard. 
the ANSI Z133.l-2000. (The Z). If you don't 
have your own copy, get one and read it. It 
may just keep you alive. The Z gives us a 
starting point for this discussion by defining 
some related terms. 

Ascenders are defined in Annex A simply 
as "A mechanical device used for climbing 
rope." It is cross-referenced to Section 3.29 
in the definition of "Secured." One example 
of being secured is 3.29 (4): "When ascend- 
ing the arborist climbing line using the 
footlock technique while utilizing a Prusik 
loop or ascenders." About the only other sec- 
tions that relate to parts of a personal support 
or climbing system are Sections 8.7.5, 8.7.6. 
and 3.13. 

	

Sections 8.7.5 and 8.7.6 discuss carabiners 	
.. f 

	

and rope snaps. respectively. Minimum ten- 	 7' 

sile strength for both is 5.000 pounds and 
both are to be of the "self-closing and locking [positive-locking for 
carabiners] type." The other related Section, 3.13 false crotch, states as 
part of the definition, "Each component of the system shall have a mini-
mum tensile strength of 5,000 pounds." 

Ascenders were first used in mountaineering, caving and rock climb-
ing. The arboriculture profession has borrowed ideas from several 
disciplines and now many tree climbers are also rock and ice climbers. 
Mechanical ascenders were designed for the static load of one person, 
and are not meant for shock loading. They were also meant for kernmantle 
cord, where the main strength of the rope is in a core that is covered by 
a tightly woven, wear-resistant cover. In contrast, the main, if not all, of 
the strength of arborist ropes is in the cover. The cover of kernmantle 
rope is also smoother than arborist rope allowing for a greater surface 
area for the ascender cam to contact. 

Ar 

Kong double ascender on left and Petzl Ascension 
on right. Both are in the locked open position show-
ing the toothed cams. 
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Now let's take a look at the general 
types of ascenders. There are two main 
kinds of ascenders - toothed or cammed. 
Toothed ascenders are what many people 
think of when they think of mechanical 
ascent devices. They may be with or 
without handles, or be foot ascenders and 
come in a variety of colors produced by 
a variety of manufacturers. They often 
come in color-coded pairs designed for 
either left- or right-handed use. This type 
is also referred to as an eccentric cam. 
or Jumar (actually a trade name but used 
in a generic sense like Kleenex for tis-
sue. This term is used as a noun and 
verb). 

Toothed ascenders have the load t-

tached to the body (handle) of the ascender. 
and the toothed cam pivots inside the both 
to wedge the rope. The teeth on the cam 
are relatively sharp and are slanted to bite 
into the rope and assure a firm grip on clean 
rope. These ascenders were designed to he 
attached and removed with one hand. Each 
has a safety or locking mechanism to re-
duce the chance of the rope coming out 
accidentally. When overloaded or shock 
loaded, these types of ascenders usuall\ 
damage (or even sever) the rope. This usu-
ally happens at loads well below the tensile 
strength of the ascender, so great care must 
be taken to not shock load or overload this 
type of ascender. The locking mechanism 
can be opened inadvertently if it contacts 
anything. such as tree branches. This 
equipment was not designed to be used 
where it would often come into contact 
with anything but the rope and the climber. 
If your hand slips and contacts the cam or 
locking mechanism, you can cause the cam 
to open - even while under a load. The 
toothed design also will not work as effec-
tively if the ascenders become clogged 
with ice and mud. 

The other main type of ascender, the 
cammed ascender, is also called a lever-
cam, shell, or ridged cam. Cammed 
ascenders were meant to work in dirty and 
cold conditions without slipping. This type 
avoids the clogging problem by altering the 
way the load is attached to the ascender and 
by altering the surface of the cam. The load 
is attached directly to the cam. which is 
enclosed in a shell. There is often a spring 
on the cam that helps keep the ascender in 
place on the rope when not loaded. The 
spring does not change the ascenders 
holding power. 

These ascenders function by squeez-
ing the rope between the cam and the  

back of the shell. The cams will often 
have ridges or grooves that are perpen-
dicular to the direction of rope travel. 
Some designs have a groove in the part 
of the shell where the rope is pressed to 
increase the surface area that the cam 
presses against. The cammed ascenders 
are a little more difficult to put on a rope. 
but are less likely to come off of the rope 
once attached. When these ascenders are 
overloaded, or shock loaded, they tend 
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to slip on the rope. But, they can crush 
or cut the rope under severe loading. 

One of the main themes that kept com-
ing up during the research for this article 
was that all manufacturers, wholesalers, 
distributors, and most users warned that 
these devices were not meant for shock 
loading or excessive loads. Most were in-
tended for the weight of a single climber. 
One other important point is that these 
were designed for specific situations and 
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WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS 

environments, and not for use in trees 
and on arborist rope. I am not by any 
means saying that we should not be us-
ing ascenders, but we do need to make 
sure that we use the right equipment in 
the right application. 

Now that we have a sense for the basic 
kinds of ascenders (toothed and cammed), 
let's take a look at some recommendations 
for safe usage before we take a closer look 
at some of the specific devices. (Adapted 
in part from Arborist Equipment by Don 
Blair.) 
• 	At the risk of repeating myself, I'll 
restate that ascenders were not designed for 
shock or excessive loading. 
• 	They were designed for single-per - 
son loads on an overhead, static system. 
• Ascenders were designed for use on 
kernmantle rope, which has a tougher outer 
shell. Use on arborist rope requires more fre-
quent inspection (than on kernmantle rope) and 
retirement if the rope is damaged. 
• Toothed ascenders can slip off of the 
line or open enough to allow uncontrolled 
rope slippage if: 

They are pulled away from the rope 
or twisted. 

Branches or other debris contact the 
cam or the locking mechanism while 
loaded. 
• Ascenders were not intended to be 
used as a single point of attachment, and 

should be backed up, where and how ap-
propriate. 
• When used for personal support, 
cammed ascenders should have a locking 
mechanism that is not likely to come un-
done unintentionally. This means that you 
should not hang your life from a cammed 
ascender that has only a quick-release pin. 
Some cammed ascenders come with a bolt 
and locking nut or a spring-loaded lock-
ing mechanism that takes two motions to 
remove the pin. 
• Climb smoothly and avoid bouncing 
on the rope. 

Let's take a closer look at some of the 
specific arborist applications of ascenders. 
Again, this article is not endorsing or de-
nouncing any specific brand or type of 
ascender, but is trying to address the safe 
use of the types most commonly seen in 
arboriculture. We will first look at proper 
use of some of the cammed type ascend-
ers. The most common way these are used 
for personal support in arboriculture is as 
lanyard adjusters. 

The most common types are the Gibbs 
ascender and the Petzl Micro and Macro-
cenders. The Gibbs comes in aluminum 
(cast or forged) or steel shell, with cast 
or forged cams, in two sizes. The small 
accepts 3/8-inch to ½-inch rope and the 
large will accept 9/16-inch to 3/4-inch 
rope. The smaller cast aluminum cams 
are rated at 2550 pounds (11.1 kN). The 

Gibbs is sold with the quick-release pin 
attached to the shell. It is most often sold 
with the bolt and locking nut. If it is to 
be used for personal support, it is best to 
use the bolt and locking nut. 

The two sizes/styles of the Petzl 
cammed ascenders are similar in func-
tion to the Gibbs but have some 
modifications. Rock Exotica originally 
produced these ascenders but was bought 
out by Petzl, thus you may see the Res-
cue, Micro- and Macrocenders (also 
called Microjuster and Macrojuster) 
listed under the brand names of Petzl or 
Rock Exotica. These three ascenders all 
have a two-stage spring loaded pin that 
locks the cams in place. 

The Microcender is intended for use 
on ropes 7/16 inch to ½ inch and is rated 
at 3.500 pounds (15.57 kN) minimum 
breaking strength. Rope slippage begins 
at about 900 pounds. The Rescucender 
works on 7/16-inch to ½-inch ropes but 
has a breaking strength of 6,000 pounds. 
The Macrocender is designed for ropes 
between 5/8 inch and 3/4 inch and is rated 
at 6,000 pounds. It also begins to slip at 
approximately 900 pounds. 

Another type of ascender is the CMI 
Ropewalker. The Ropewalker has made 
some changes on the original Gibbs de-
sign, such as creating gaps in the shell 
to allow dirt and debris to fall out of the 
ascender, so that it does not compromise 
the ascenders' holding power. The 
Ropewalker is rated at 7.500 pounds but 
rope damage (sheath failure) occurs at 
just over 3,000 pounds. 

There are some ascenders designed to 
work on two strands of rope. The Rock 
Exotica Footlocker was specifically de-
signed to be used when ascending a 
doubled rope while footlocking. There are 
two separate cams within one shell and 
each cam has its own channel for one 
strand of rope. The Footlocker has a two-
stage, spring-loaded pin that locks the cams 
in place. The tensile strength is in excess 
of 6,000 pounds, but when shock loaded 
in a drop test, it slipped at around 3,800 
pounds. 

Another cammed ascender that works 
on two strands of rope is the Petzl Shunt. 
The Shunt is designed for either one or two 
strands of rope, but was designed for ropes 
that are smaller than ½ inch (11mm maxi-
mum). The attachment point breaks at 
4.496 pounds (20 kN) and the device may 
begin to slip with only a few hundred 
pounds (1-8 kN). 
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There is a greater diversity of the toothed 
type of ascender. but they have more limi-
tations than the cammed. The toothed types 
are used for ascent on a single or doubled 
rope. The Jumar, by Blue Water, is a com-
monly used ascender in other disciplines. 
It will accept rope sizes from 6 mm to 14 
mm (.236 - .551 inches). but its breaking 
strength is 1,600 pounds. Some are 
stamped at 1,100 pounds. 

CMI makes a few different types of 
toothed ascenders that have found their 
way into some tree climbers' gear bags. 
The largest. the Expedition, is rated at 
4.000 pounds. The Large Ultrascenders are 
rated at 4.600 pounds and the Small 
Ultrascenders are rated at 3.500 pounds. 
Under test conditions, the ascenders caused 
the ropes to fail at significantly lower loads 
than the minimum breaking strength of the 
ascender itself. When the rope failed, the 
sheath on the kernmantle cord ruptured at 
between 1.000 and 2.000 pounds. These 
tests were run on kernmantle rope. where 
the majority of the strength is in the core. 
We do not have data on how they would 
react if tested on arborist rope. 

The use of Kong equipment has become 
more prevalent in the past few years. Kong 
has a variety of devices that can be adapted 
for use in arboriculture, and they have neat 
colors, too. Kong has a toothed, double as-
cender that has combined a left- and 
right-handed cam and one handle with 
places for both hands. This is used to as-
cend a doubled rope like that used for 
footlocking. It has been designed to take 
ropes between 7/16 inch and 1/2 inch. As 
with other toothed cams of this style, it is 
designed to be used for vertical ascent, and 
the rope can slip out if used to traverse or 
if it is pulled to the side. They are tested to 
hold a load of 1.124 pounds (5 kN) with-
out damaging rope. The top eye is rated 
4.271 pounds (19 kN) and the houoni is  
3.372 pounds (15 kN. 

Petzl has a number of toothed accnd-
ers. but the most commonly encountered 
are the Ascension ascenders. The right- and 
left-hand ascenders are color coded - blue: 
right, yellow: left - and feature a large 
opening for easy access with a gloved 
hand. They will accept ropes between 8 
mm and I3mm(.314-.511 inches). There 
are three attachment points in the body of 
the ascender: the upper point is rated at 
18kN: the large lower point is rated at 
20kN: and the smaller is rated at I5kN. The 
ascender will cause the rope (kern mantle 
to fail between 4 kN and 6.5 kN. 

The Petzl Pantin is somewhat similar to 
the Ascension, but it looks like it is miss-
ing the handle. The Pantin is designed as a 
foot ascender and comes with a trap de-
signed to hook to the foot. It will take 
7/16-inch to 1/2-inch rope. This device was 
not intended for personal support so it has 
not been tested and rated. 

As technology advances, we sometimes 
struggle to keep up. It seems as if there are 
new gear choices and techniques every 
time you go to TCI EXPO or the annual 
ISA meeting, or read the latest magazine. 
There is a newer classification of ascender. 
called a "swing sided self-jamming pul-
ley." There are currently two of these 
products being used by arborists: the Mini 
Traxion and Pro Traxion by Petzl. Tensile 
strengths are reported as 20 kN for the Mini 
and 22 kN for the Pro Trax ion. 

So. to wrap things up. we need to ask. 
"Are ascenders good or bad!" By now, 
most of you know the answer to that ques-
tion.., yes. Ascenders offer us a wide range 
of ways to make our jobs safer, easier, and 
often times more efficient, too. Caveat 
emptor though. Many of these devices 
were designed to be used on kernmantle 
rope and in very different situations than 
we use them while climbing in trees. The 
manufacturers repeatedly stress that they 
are not meant for shock loading. They are 
almost always used as one part of an as-
cent system, with backups where and how 

40 

We Save Lives 
"I have been a volunteer fireman for 8 years. 
Many people in this area heat with wood, 
most still indoors. This stove surely saves 
lives and homes." -  Michael B., MN 

appropriate. 
Based on my experience and this re-

search, I think cammed ascenders are well 
adapted to be used for personal support as 
lanyard adjusters. Put a bolt and locking 
nut in or buy one that has a locking sys-
tem that minimizes the chance of the cam 
falling away from the shell. 

The toothed ascenders do not seem to 
be as well adapted to our profession. es-
pecially when you keep the current 
Z133.1 standard in mind. Many of them 
are below 5.000 pounds minimum ten-
sile strength. In testing, many cause 
severe damage to the ropes at loads much 
less than the tensile strength of the de-
vice. Keep in mind that these tests were 
done on kernmantle rope. which they 
designed them for. We do not know what 
the test results will be when arborist 
climbing lines are used. 

Single Rope Technique can allow for 
convenient, safe backup for toothed as-
cenders. but doubled rope ascension 
systems are much more difficult to back 
up without installing a separate belay line. 
(See The Tree Worker. February 2002. for 
more on backing up these systems.) 

So please think about what you are us-
ing. its strengths and its limitations. Keep 
climbing safely. 

Ti,,, Wa/s/i is a staff arbori.ci for thy Vu-

tioiza/ A rborist Associatimi. 	 TCI 
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INDUSTRY NEWS 

Deutz Honors Four 
Suppliers with Award 

Deutz, a manufacturer of diesel and 
gas engines, recently honored four of its 
suppliers with its Supplier Awards. 

The recipients. all German companies. 
were Krupp Gerlach Co. in Hamburg: the 
firm of Halberg in Saarbrucken: Mahie-
Mondial in Turin: and Selzer in Driedorf. 

Lowe's to Sell Jackson & 
Perkins Roses 

Jackson & Perkins recently announced 
that Lowe's will become the exclusive 
home center retailer for Jackson & 
Perkins roses starting in 2003. 

Lowe's has worked regionally with 
Jackson & Perkins for the past three 
years. 

Earlier this year, Lowe's announced 
exclusive agreements to offer Cub Ca-
det and Husqvarna lawn tractors, 
Jenn-Air outdoor grills, and the Waverly 
Home Classics collection of wall cover-
ings, window treatments and drapery 
hardware. 

Winners of Mich. Big 
Tree Hunt Announced 

Global ReLeaf of Michigan and the 
Michigan Big Tree Hunt Committee 
have announced the 2002 grand prize 
winners of the Michigan Big Tree Hunt. 
The largest tree entered was a 329-inch 
circumference Eastern Cottonwood en-
tered by Connie and Jim Beresford. in 
Livonia. Wayne County. Mich. 

The largest White Pine (Michigan's 
state tree) was a 138-inch circumference 
tree entered by Cindy Bushre of Midland 
County. Mich. The tree is located in 
Greendale Township. 

These winners receive a young tree of 
their choice, a certificate and gift. Win-
ners for the largest tree in each county 
will also receive a certificate and gift. 

The Michigan Big Tree Hunt Contest 
is a cooperative effort of Global ReLeaf 
of Michigan. the Michigan Big Tree 
Hunt Committee. the Michigan Botani-
cal Club/Big Tree Project. the Michigan 
Forestry and Park Association, and lo-
cal conservation districts. 

Pretzer Promoted 
at Dow Agrosciences 

Fred Pretzer. a senior sales specialist 
for Dow AgroSciences LLC. has been 
promoted to technical accounts manager 
covering the western United States. He 
will work with several of the turf and or -
namental industry's formulators and 
retailers. 

Based in the Dallas/Fort Worth area, 
Pretzer will be responsible for market-
ing. sales coordination and new product 
implementation involving the active in-
gredients manufactured by Dow 
AgroSciences. 

Pretzer, who earned an agronomy de-
gree from the University of Arizona, has 
held various sales positions throughout 
his 23 years with the company. 

Scotts LawnService 
Acquires Lawn Co. 

The Scotts Company announced that 
Scotts LawnService has acquired The 
Lawn Company, a major lawn care ser -
vice company in the Boston area. The 
transaction is the largest acquisition to 
date by Scotts LawnService. 

Recently. Scotts LawnService com-
pleted the acquisition of J.C. Ehrlich 
Co.'s lawn and tree care division, add-
ing to its companies in Pennsylvania, 
which include branch operations in 
Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Allentown, 
Reading and Lancaster. 

This year. Scotts Lawn Service has ac-
quired businesses in Memphis, Charlotte. 
Dayton and Milwaukee and expanded its 
presence in metro Detroit. 

29 Graduate from Pa. 

Turfgrass Mgmt. Program 
On March 2. 29 students graduated 

from the 43rd Golf Course Turfgrass 
Management Program at Pennsylvania 
State University. 

Outstanding Turfgrass Student - selected 
by fellow classmates - was Alan Lee. TCI 
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Cutting Edge 
PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

Our Heritage of Community Trees 
	 Our Heritage of Community Trees, 

The Pennsylvania Urban and Community Forest Council has published a new booklet titled, Our Heritage of American 
Trees. The booklet is divided into five chapters and explores the historical roots of urban forestry. Topics covered include 
design of urban landscape, arboricultural practices, and urban forest management. The booklet was written by Henry 
Gerhold and Stacy Frank. Our Heritage of American Trees is available for $16 ($18 internationally). To order, send check 
to Pennsylvania Urban and Community Forestry Council, 56 E. Main St., Mechanicsburg, PA 17055. Check should be 
payable to Pennsylvania Urban and Community Forestry Council. 
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Bobcat Company has expanded its line 
of compact equipment with the introduc-
tion of the MT50 mini track loader. This 

B iacx- mixTM  112' Climbing Rope 

Black 

Rhizanova 

IT- TREE 11~,ECTA- 

- 	 : Hilts 

The Rhizanova family consists of 
five different products known as 
Mycorrhizal Fungi Inoculants. 
Mycorrhizal Fungi are beneficial 
fungi that form symbiotic relation-
ships with plant roots. The fungal 
growth into the soil increases the 
absorptive area of colonized roots. 
Rhizanova increases water absorp-
tion, nutrient availability and survival 
rates of trees, shrubs and ornamen-
tal flowers. Designed to get your 
trees and plant material off to a fast 
start and give them the best chance 
of root colonization, Rhizanova puts 
the fungal inoculum at the roots 
where the opportunity for contact 
with feeder roots is highest. The 
chemical activities of these fungal 
extensions or hyphae on minerals 
help make inorganic nutrients 
available to plants. For more infor -
mation on Rhizanova, contact 
Becker Underwood, Inc., 801 
Dayton Ave., P.O. Box 667, Ames, IA 
50010; call 1-800-232-5907; Fax: 
(515)232-5961; or E-mail: 
req uest@ bucolor.com . 
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	 walk-behind mini-loader is 3 feet wide, 
- 	 .. 	 69.5 inches long and 44.4 inches high, 

and has a rated operating capacity of 
500 lbs. and a 74.8-in, lift height. With a 
20 hp liquid-cooled Kubota diesel engine, 
13.4 gpm of auxiliary hydraulic flow and 

a 2600 psi hydraulic system, the MT50 can work with a variety of attachments. 
More than 10 attachments are available, and most MT50 attachments are 
common with the Bobcat 463 skid-steer loader. The MT50 is equipped with a 
rubber-track undercarriage that allows its 2497 lbs. to exert 5.2 psi ground 
pressure. The tracks on the MT50 distribute the loader's weight over a larger 
area, which reduces ground pressure and minimizes damage to landscapes and 
other established surfaces. For more information, contact Bobcat Company, a 
business unit of Ingersoll-Rand Company, at www.bobcatdealer.com . 
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braided 
polyester 

construction 
with nylon 

core. 

This 6-strand braided rope is the 1te,t climbing line avail-
able from Bailey's. Construction includes a flexible 
Polyester cover with a low stretch Nylon core. Weight .069 
lbs. per foot. Average breaking strength 7,000 lbs. Made in 
the U.S.A. Mention "Source Code 135X2" and get these great 
prices below. 

Item No. Description 	 Price 

12BM 120 1/2" 120ft Hank .........ea. 	S74.95 

12BM 150 1/2 150ff Hank .........ea. 	S89.95 

12BM 600 1/2" 600ft Reel .........ea. S329.95 

:IiIi F1 
Source: B5X2 	 Prices subject to change without notice 
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RAPCO 
CARBIDE (' 
CHAIN ,,,

--,/ WITH RAPCO 
CARBIDE CHAIN 
YOU CAN CUT 

20 to 25 CORDS 
WITHOUT 

RE-SHARPENING' 

like 
a 

Diamond 
WORLD'S FINEST! 

RAPCO INDUSTRIES INC. 
5000 N E 88th ST. SUITE 0-104 

VANCOUVER, WA 98665 

PHONE: 1-800-959-6130 FAX 3505730046 

Hanging Thigh Brace! 
Tool Tray 

TerraTrak+ & DualTrak+ 
Air-Trak.com  has recently introduced the 	

'f 
... 

TerraTrak+ and DualTrak+. These two  
products are designed to enhance 
TerraTrak, which provides graphical fleet 
management Including automatic terrestrial 	 - 
vehicle-location using global positioning  
system (GPS) technology and a real-time  
map display that can be accessed via the 
Web. TerraTrak+ adds two-way messaging and e-mail with the Messaging Module. 
The Messaging Module runs on Pocket PC terminals and is used as an input-
output messaging device, "signature capture" terminal, and bar code scanner. 
These systems are capable of monitoring sensors and responding to emergency 
"man down" signals. DualTrak+ provides dual-mode terrestrial and satellite tracking 
and two-way mobile messaging. It uses the lower cost terrestrial network whenever 
possible. For more information, contact Air-Trak.com  at www.air-trak.com . 
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Plastic Composites Corp. recently 
received a patent for its ergonomic 
thigh brace. The brace is designed 
to significantly reduce lower back 
strain among bucket truck workers. 
The back strain occurs when a 
worker must lean forward at an 
angle to brace himself or herself in 
order to apply leverage. The new 
light brace hangs from the lip of any 
bucket, is shaped to fit the contour 
of a bucket worker's thighs, is 
vertically adjustable, and doubles as 
a tool tray. Options for the thigh 
brace include an apron or a tool 
board. For more information, 
contact Plastic Composites Corp. 
at 1-800-747-9339, 
www.buckettruckparts.com  or 
INPCC@aol.com . 
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Got Cutting Edge News 

You Want to Share? 

Send it to: 

Cutting Edge, 

TCI Magazine, 

3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, 

ocwenieflt 
Ancke 

American Express 
Business Bus mess Finance makes it easy. 	 YOU 

Need to finance your Arbor equipment purchase? Turn to the company whose name is virtually synonymous 
with reliable financial services. 

American Express Business Finance offers you fast and convenient financing programs tailored 
to meet your various arbor needs. Key advantages of our financing programs: 

• Quick credit decisions 	 Application only to 75K 
• Flexible terms 	 Competitive, fixed rates 
• 100% financing 	 e Improved cash flow management 

Now you can get all of the advantages of leasing with the level of service you expect from American Express. 

Manchester, NH 03103 	 If you are a vendor of arbor equipment, inquire about our vendor programs to help increase your sales. 

For more information, please call Eileen Gresens at 800-443-8301 x223, 

Ore-mail: Ziminsky@natlarb  corn 	Mike Cantarella at 800-964-4393, or Andrew Richards at 800-933- 7101. 	 ES 
 Business 

i 02002 American Express Business Finance Corporation 	
Finance 

Please circle 4 on Reader Service Card 
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any other formula method! The IRS will 
accept variations of the replacement cost 
method, cost of cure method, cost of re-
pair method, and a market approach 
method. 

In order to be a casualty loss, the dam-
age must be sudden and unexpected. 
such as damage caused by floods, torna-
does and vandalism. There could be 
"gray areas" of causes of sudden death. 
such as certain insects and diseases, and 
sudden freezes. For residential proper -
ties, the amount of the allowable 
deduction is only for an amount over 10 
percent of one's adjusted gross income. 
However, if the property is a business or 
income-producing property. then the 
entire amount of the appraisal is an al-
lowable deduction. 

In order to meet IRS requirements, the 
taxpayer must show that the repairs are 
needed to restore the property: the 
amount spent for repairs is not excessive: 
the repairs do not provide more than the 
damage suffered: and the value of the 
property after the repairs does not exceed 
the value before the casualty. For the de-
finitive word, always contact a certified 
public accountant. It is not appropriate 
for the arborist to be giving this type of 
advice. 

A third reason for an appraisal is for a 
civil - or maybe even criminal - lawsuit, 

Non-casualty loss types 
These are all casualty loss types of ap-

praisals. However, as appraisers. we as 
arborists and appraisers should be promot-
ing proactive reasons for appraising tree 
values. For example: 
• 	To justify maintenance expenses: 
• 	To justify landscape architect de- 
signs: 
• 	To establish a tax basis for munici- 
palities: 
• 	To justify new planting costs: 
• 	To assist building codes and zoning 
regulations: 
• 	To establish plant values in case of 
future damages: 
• 	To establish values on properties be- 
ing leased: 
• 	To establish values for insurance 
policies. 

Use 'The Guide" 
The methodology of plant appraisals has 

been developing for nearly 100 years, and 
there have been nine editions of what is  

now known as The Guide for Plant Ap-

praisal ("The Guide"). This 9th edition 
was written by The Council of Tree and 
Landscape Apprais- 
ers and published by  
the International So- 
ciety of Arboriculture 	-. 
in 2000. Contrary to 
what most people 
think. ISA did not 	-. 
write -The Guide" 

CTLA is composed of 
one delegate from 
each of the following
associations: Ameri-
can Nursery and 
Landscape Associa-
tion: 	American 
Society of Consulting 
Arborists: American So-
ciety of Landscape 
Architects: Associated 
Landscape Contractors of 
America: Association of 
Consulting Foresters of 
America: International 
Society of Arboriculture: 	,J 
and National Arborist As- 	•; 

sociation. 
Tok If you are using the 8th 

edition (or even earlier). 
be aware of the fact that 	. -. 	. 
your appraisal may not be 
acceptable. However, if 
you get involved in appraising the value 
of a tree that was damaged or destroyed 
prior to the publication of the 9th edition. 
you might want to use the old book. 

Even though the procedures and meth-
ods of plant appraisal are basically 
unchanged from the 8th edition, here are 
some of the new improvements and refine-
ments in the 9th edition: 

For the first time. The Guide describes 
the different approaches to value: 
• The cost approach. This includes the 
replacement cost method, trunk formula 
method, cost of repair method and cost of 
cure method. 
• The market approach. This deals 
with sales comparisons similar to real es-
tate appraisals. 
• The income approach. This is used 
for income-producing properties such as 
nurseries, orchards. Christmas tree farms 
and commercial properties. 

You really need to read the book in or-
der to grasp the importance to these 
approaches. 

TREE CARE INDUSTRY -  JUNE 2002 



Washington, D C The first photo shows 
a row of four sugar maples along th 
sidewalk that would appear to have 
similar appraised value. The locatio4 
and contribution factors might be a litt 

The new edition also goes into more 
detail into the factors used in the cost ap-
proaches. For instance, we now use the 
species factor in the replacement cost as 
well as the trunk formula method. The con-
dition factor now gives extra weight for the 
roots, trunk and scaffold branches, pre-
judging them for both health and structure, 
and rating the foliage and smaller branches 
for health only. Another refinement is the 
easier-to-follow and easier-to-explain step-
by-step worksheets for replacement cost 
and trunk formula appraisals. 

Each form is broken down into three 
separate phases: field observations; re-
gional plant appraisal committee and/or 
appraiser developed information: and the 
calculations. 

The new guide is also greatly expanded 
and explains the cost of cure method of ap- 
praisal, reasonableness testing, and 
includes new information and many new 
suggestions in the professional consider- 
ations and responsibilities chapter. It also 
has an improved casualty claims and losses 
chapter. These two chapters are very help- 
ful to new as well experienced appraisers. 
There is also a new chapter on appraisals 

within easements and rights-of- 

great hints 
lpful details 
upon in this 
Ivised, how-
of this book 
- not "The 
Appraisal." 
rnt contain 
it appraisal. 
mt appraiser 
ier decision 
)praisal pro-
e situation. 
vides a de-
Lthe steps to 

entire ap- 
)t every step 
but this dia- 

logue serves as a valuable checklist. 
Briefly, the appraiser should: 
• Determine the reason for the appraisal: 
• Decide who the client is: 
• Write down all pertinent information, 
names and dates; 
• Discuss fees and possible court ap-
pearances; 
• Obtain a complete history of events 
leading to the appraisal; 
• Ask for all pertinent documents and 
photos available: 
• 	Visit the site; 
• Make a sketch and take photos/videos; 
• Prepare a report with proper creden-
tials attached. 

Although this is not an article about re-
port writing, remember there is a good 
possibility that your report or appraisal will 
be closely scrutinized and criticized by at-
torneys as well as your colleagues. 

The common 
"Cost Approach Method" 

As discussed, the cost approach is the 
one that we, as arborists and plant health 
care technicians, will most likely be in-
volved with. We will use one or more of 
the following methods: 

The replacement cost method is one 
that may be used for plants that are big 
enough to be transplanted from a nursery. 
With this method, the installed cost of a 
replacement plant may be reduced (or de-
preciated) by a percentage factor for the 
tree's species, condition and location. The 
word "may" is intentional. An appraiser 
has the leeway to use 100 percent for each 
of the factors if he or she determines the 
damaged party is entitled to it. In addition, 
the cost of removal of the damaged plant 
and stump might be added to determine the 
appraisal of damages. The Guide has a 
step-by-step worksheet and sample. 

If a tree is too large to be transplanted 
reasonably, the trunk formula method 
could be used. With this method, the ap-
praiser determines the cost of installation 
of the largest commonly transplantable tree 
in the area. In most regions of this coun-
try, a committee has established published 
guidelines of this cost, as well as species 
ratings. The appraiser also depreciates this 
cost by a species, condition and location 
factor. This formula is described in a step-
by-step worksheet and sample. 

The cost of cure method can be used 
in order to return a property to a reason-
able approximation of its pre-casualty 
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cut down all of the vegetation so that they could 
see a lake. With no trees there to see, Itook sample 
plots on both sides to estimate the amount of dam-
ages for a $31,000 appraisal. 

condition. The Guide gives comprehensive 
descriptions of numerous possibilities in 
using this method. With this method, the 
appraiser is not necessarily replacing spe-
cies for species or size for size, but trying 
to replicate a situation. It may simply en-
tail replacing a large shade tree with 
several smaller ones to produce a similar 
amount of shade, or it could be replacing 
a screen planting with similar sizes and 
species of trees to achieve the some effect. 
Or it could be for a large wooded area that 
would entail some replacing, some debris 
removal, stump regeneration and plant re-
pairing, or other recognized urban forestry 
operations. It may even involve com-
pounding plant and maintenance costs. 

The cost of repair method is another 
cost approach that simply is used when a 
tree is damaged but can be repaired in a 
timely and satisfactory manner to return it 
to near its original condition. 

CTLA has developed a very complete 
field report folder for the cost of cure 
method, and replacement cost and trunk 
formula method. Both of these folders take 
the appraiser through a checklist of pos-
sible procedures to arrive at an answer. 
They both also include pads of field report 
worksheets to be inserted into a profes-
sional-looking manila folder. These are 
available through ASCA. NAA or ISA. 

I mentioned the factors needed to per -
form a tree appraisal. The Guide describes 
each one of these in great detail. Briefly: 

Species. An appraiser needs to know 
what kind of tree he or she is placing a 
value on. CTLA recognizes that certain 
species may have different values depend-
ing on where they are located. Each 
regional committee, previously mentioned. 
has determined species ratings for their re-
spective regions. Most have a range of 
ratings. as some regions have different geo-
graphical situations in the same region. The 
appraiser can always assign his or her own 
rating. depending on the situation. 

Condition. As mentioned, the latest edi-
tion of The Guide has revised the condition 
rating to give extra weight for roots, stems 
and scaffold branches because they are 
more important than the foliage and 
smaller limbs. It also separates health and 
structure ratings for roots, stem and scaf -
fold branches. because they can be 
different. If a tree poses an unreasonable 
risk, the tree should not be appraised. A 
hazard tree evaluation may be in order, and 
the tree might actually have a negative 
value. That would be the cost of removal  

and hauling. 
Size. Most shade trees are 

measured for trunk diameter at 
4.5 feet high. and most shrubs 
and small evergreens are mea-
sured for height or spread. 
This chapter provides infor-
mation on unusual situations 
such as elliptical -shaped 
trunks, leaning trees, trees on 
slopes, low-branched trees. 
multi-stemmed trees, and trees 
that have been cut off at 
ground level. It also has con-
venient tables converting 
diameters and circumferences 
into square inches. 

Location. The location fac-
tor involves three 
separate categories for 
judging. One is for site. 
which is an evaluation 
of the entire site that the 
tree is located on. An- 
other is for contribution. 
which involves the 
functional and aesthetic 
influences on the land- 
scape setting. The third 
category is for place- 
ment, which is the actual 
position of the damaged 
setting. - 

Keep it 
reasonable 

In order for a plant 
appraisal to be consid-
ered appropriate and 
defensible, it must be 
reasonable. The Guide 
has a chapter devoted to 
reasonableness testing. Since the ap-
praisal is often estimating the 
contributory value of plants to the entire 
property, the appraiser can compare his 
or her values to the real estate value of 
the entire property. Research has indi-
cated that landscaping can be worth up 
to 20 percent of the total property value 
- possibly higher in some situations. 
Then the appraiser can determine the 
value of the entire landscaping and re-
late that to the amount of landscaping 
that was damaged. 

Guide as your proof 
It is apparent that there is a recurring  

item throughout this discussion about The 
Guide: Whereas it might be possible to 
appraise plant values without reading or 
using The Guide, one would have serious 
problems defending the appraisal. Just as 
one should not operate new equipment 
without consulting the proper manual. one 
should not appraise tree values without 
reading this manual. 

The book also provides a lot more use-
ful help than just that of the mechanics of 
plant appraisal. Some of these helpful top-
ics that are not discussed in this article 
include: 
• Conduct as an expert witness 
• 	Professional liability insurance 
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• Sample certificates of appraisal 
• Checklist for the appraisal process 
• Arbitration and mediation 
• Ethics and standards 
• Professional qualifications 
• Easements and rights-of-way 
• Field records and tools 
• Timber values 
• Double and triple damages 
• The appraisal report 

A few of the more interesting plant ap-
praisals that I have been involved with: 
• The appraisal and court testimony for 
damages to 12 white pine trees that had 
seven to eight small low limbs on each tree 
removed by a county cleanup crew. The  

trees were on private property but hung 
over the element. In spite of my two ap-
praisals of $960 (3 percent damage to 
$32.000 worth of trees) and a $3.000 cost 
of cure. the plaintiff was awarded $50,000: 
• Appraisals totaling over $1.5 million 
due to the damages to trees and landscap-
ing from soil contamination clean up from 
chemical warfare testing during World 
War I - yes. first World War!: 
• Investigation of appraisal of damages 
due to unauthorized logging operations of 
approximately 60 acres on a historic prop-
erty dating back to 1790: 
• Appraisal of damages caused by an 
automobile accident damaging a blueberry 

farm. Party claimed $ 179.550 in damages 
to bushes, loss of vegetative cuttings, loss 
of crops. and contaminated soil. When I 
visited the site for the insurance company, 
the farmer stated that she didn't know why 
I was there as she wouldn't settle for any-
thing less. My appraisal of $11,970 was 
accepted. 
• A court trial defending a landscape 
contractor being sued for $33,000 for im-
properly installing the plants, plus tree 
damage. Plaintiff collected nothing. 
• An appraisal of damages to 26 sepa-
rate properties that a tree contractor had 
sprayed before realizing that someone had 
placed 2.4-D in the spray tank. 

Some interesting appraisal cases that 
are in my book Tree Lao' Cases in the 
USA include 
• A case that was arbitrated for $6.600 
for the plaintiff, but they refused and asked 
for a trial. They were awarded $100 
doubled to $200 at trial. 
• A case where a judge misunderstood 
an expert arborist's appraisal, believing it 
to be $ 1.000 instead of $8,500. 
• A case where ajury awarded $1.2 mil-
lion ($400,000 tripled) against a property 
owner, and $800,000 against the tree trim-
mer in a trespass case. 
• A case in which a jury awarded more 
than twice the value of the entire property, 
Plus an award for emotional distress. 
• A case where the homeowners paid a 
premium for a house because it was next 
to a "preserved unbuildable lot." but the 
builder began to clear the lot for a new 
home. Plaintiff was awarded $205.000. 
• A case where the plaintiffs asked for 
S 1,250.000 for damages to an abandoned 
Christmas tree farm. They were awarded 
$17,000 for cleanup costs only. 

There are numerous appraisal claims 
that have been awarded or settled without 
trial in some amazing circumstances and 
amounts. Even with so-called reasonable-
ness testing and guidelines outlined in The 
Guide, courts of law and insurance com-
panies keep on making interesting 
decisions. But we cannot give up in our at-
tempt to make plant appraising as accurate 
and fair as possible. Our biggest problem 
in appraising large trees and shrubs is that 
we want to replace something that is irre-
placeable. 

ic o' Bloch is ci registered consulting 
ciihorist and landscape architect. He is 
also the author of "Tree Law Cases in 
the USA." TCI 
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Black spot 
on rose. 

/ 

rar spot on silver 
naple. 

Ash leaf rust pustules 
on the underside of 
the leaf. 

r 

Cedar apple rust 
leaf spots on 
crabapple. 

Powdery mildew on rose. 

Photos courtesy Dr. Cheryl A. Smith 

Each region of the country experi-
ences common tree disease problems 
season by season. In temperate regions, 
the problems are numerous and wide-

spread. 
In the latter portion of May. through 

June and the early part of July, for ex-
ample, we start to see continued 
development of landscape problems that 
first appeared in spring. We see second-
ary infections in diseases such as apple 
scab as pathogen spores continue to be 
spread around. Anthracnose diseases can 
increase, particularly if wet weather per -

sists and there is a second flush of leaves 
after defoliation. Black spot on rose con-
tinues to develop all season, particularly 
with frequent rains or overhead irriga-
tion. Powdery mildews really start to 
appear in June. and as the summer goes 
on. they get worse and worse. 

By September, the plant may be com-
pletely white. Aesthetically. the mildew 
is unappealing, but does little damange 
to the plant's health. We see twig blights 
develop in the early summer, especially 
Juniper twig blights, and we see some of 
the cankers and other diseases develop-
ing, too. Monilinia shoot blight, which 
develops on Prunus species, is another 

early summer problem. 

Troubles 
with 

Trees: 
'Summer 

A Seasonal Stroll Through 
Symptoms and Solutions 

By Dr. Cheryl Smith 
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emerges. we begin to see problems with 
bacterial diseases such as fire blight on 
the rosaceae species: apples. pears and a 
number of other plants. We also see bac-
terial blight on lilac at this time of year. 

Here are some examples: 
Black spot on rose. Most people know 

\ hat black spot on rose looks like. Le-
sions develop, then the leaves yellow. 
and plants start to defoliate. I have seen 
roses almost 100 percent defoliated from 
this disease as it progresses over the sea-
son. Will it kill the plant? Probably not. 
but it is unsightly. 

Volutella blight on pachysandra. 
This is one disease that shows up fre-
quently in pachysandra. You will start to 
ee a certain area of the bed yellow and 

then blacken up. often with shriveling 
along the stems. This is a fungal disease. 
and we tend to see it more in beds that 
have had some winter damage. This is 
someth inc often seen after \ Intel -,, that  

hu\ C hO had a lot ol siiO\\ C()\ C] . . 

Powdery mildew. Lilacs, in particu-
lar. are susceptible to powdery mildew. 
Again, this fungus is on the surface of 
the leaf, and if we aren't in a severe 
drought, there is very little impact from 
the disease. The fungus has little "roots" 
that it puts into the leaf and removes 
moisture and nutrients out of the leaf. In 
years when we have sufficient rainfall, 
it does very little to the host. The thicker 
the leaf, the less the impact from the fun-
gus. In most cases, powdery mildew is 
an aesthetic problem. 

Dogwood anthracnose. This is one 
that there has certainly been a lot of talk 
about on Comas florida, which is very 
susceptible. Comas kusa, while less sus-
ceptible. isn't 100 percent resistant. In 
very ideal conditions. Comnus kusa will 

develop some anthracnose but will not 
cause defoliation or twig dieback. just 
spots on the leaves. 

Later in the season. C\ mno'porangium 

EU sts de \ C 10 1 )  in to \ elI 0\\ Pt  or some-
times bright orange spots on the upper 
surface of the leaf. When you turn the 
leaves over, you can sometimes see little 
"hairs" sticking out from the bottom be-
neath those spots. 

In the case of quince rust, alternate 
hosts include Amelanchier. or shadbush. 
We tend to see swellings developing on 
branches. Each one of the hairy tendrils 
sticking off the swellings produce spores 
that are going to go back, usually around 
August. to the Juniper species to com-
plete the life cycle. 

Ash leaf rust: This can appear sporadi-
cally but can he significant and dramatic. 
In 1999, ash leaf rust was absolutely phe-
nomenal in New Hampshire's Great Bay 
area. The alternate host for this rust is salt 
marsh grass (Spartina). Those spores can 
only blow certain distances - 20 miles in-
land from salt marshes. This particular 
year. because we had a lot of on-shore 
breezes. \\C actually 5d\\ this  about 35 
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Your newest Husqvarna" Power Equipment Dealer has landed. 

Our stores are open early in the morning to late in the evening, seven days a week to serve you. 
Wean a'mid to be a meer 

of these roe e'tanizatoie 

MAA 

NATIONAL ARBORIST 
ASSOCIATION 

• You'll also find other great brands like 
Cub Cadet  Troy-Bi and more 

• Home Delivery available 
• Everyday Low Price Guarantee 
• Factory Certified Sales Pros 
• Available Extended Warranty  
• Financing Options 	 .V.1 
• We service what we sell! 	Improving Home Improvement 

© 2002 by Lowe's' All rights reserved. Lowe's and the gable design are registered trademarks of LF Corporation. 

Please circle 32 on Reader Service Card 
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miles inland. Some people had never seen 

it before and the lab phone was ringing like 

crazy. 

What is the first thing the customer 

asks? "What can I do or what can I 

spray?" At this point, the infections are 

already there and there will not be any 

additional infections. You can't do any -

thing about it. The following year, it may 

or may not develop. You certainly can't 

go cut down all the marsh grass. 

Monilinia shoot blight is something 

that we find on Prunus species. Over the 

past six or seven years, it seems to be 

showing up more and more. If we have 

a very wet spring, we see a lot of it. 

Flowering cherry. flowering plum and 

sand cherry are all susceptible to it. 

Monilinia shoot blight has the potential 

to kill the twigs. The initial infection 

starts during bloom. It attacks the blos-

soms and completely blights them. It 

almost looks like fire blight. Many 

people think it is fire blight. but it is a  

fungus and not a bacterial disease. As the 

new leaves start to come out, there are 

already spores on those twigs and stems 

and on the blighted blossoms. All we 

need is a little moisture as the leaves 

develop and it will kill them. From there. 

it goes in through the leaf petiole, attacks 

the twig and kills the twig back. 

Kabatina is another fungus that at-

tacks junipers. Kabatina actually infects 

in July and August, whenyou will see 

shoots start to yellow and then brown up. 

Ascochyta shoot blight shows up 

somewhat sporadically, but if it is a wet 

spring, it will appear more often. It 

causes a dieback on the shoots of lilacs 

just as the buds start to break. Later in 

the season, as it develops, black and 

brown areas will appear on the leaves: 

the leaves will then crinkle up. curl, and 

become distorted. Pruning will be essen-

tial once you see those brown shoots 

develop early in the spring. 

Fire blight is a disease on plants in the 

rosaceae species: crab apples, apples. 

pears and mountain ash. Fire blight is a 

bacterial disease that attacks during 

bloom. The bacteria splash off cankers 

on the twigs and infect new blossoms as 

they are developing. 

Bacterial blight of lilac is caused by the 

bacterium Psuedomonas syringae. The 

bacterium also infects forsythia and mock 

orange. Symptoms include leaf spots, blos-

som blight and shoot dieback. The infected 

tissues often turn black. Of interest to note 

is that the bacterium that causes bacterial 

blight is an ice nucleating bacterium, thus. 

infected plants are often more severely 

damaged b\ low temperatures. 

Dr. C/ic iv! A. Smith is plant lieu/i/i 

specialist at the University of' New 

Hampshire Cooperative Extension, and 

is director of the UNH Plant Diagnostic 

Clinic. This article was adapted from a 

lecture Smith /)u'('seuitccl at Neo' Enlaiid 

Gi'oiis 2001. TCI 

woODSMANPR 0 	
. , T'#.' Call Now!  

I-A for Chain Saw Chain 	' 	,,.. 	our
CN 

\. 	I' 	116 Page 
Here is our most popular pro-arborist chain, 301-P is an aggressive cutting low-profile '' ' ' ' 	' . . 	Full-Color 2002 

	

chain that matches perfectly with an ArborPRO" bar. Do not choose this 	., , . 	Master Catalog! 
1'I 	chain unless you are a professional arborist or utility worker with expe- 	% 	 Mention Source 
- 

	

	rience running a chain saw. Chain is .375 pitch, .050 gauge, full comp 	' ' 	* 1 	Code T8K4 
Popular loop prices are below. 

Item No. 	 Description 	 Price 1-9 	 Price 10+ 

WPL 12 30LP45 	12" chain loop for mini Echo, Poulan', Husky (45 drive links) 	 ..ea 	 ..ea 

WPL 14 30LP50 	14" chain loop for mini StihF (50 drive links) ........................... ea. 	. ea. 

WPL 14 30LP52 	14' chain loop for mini Echo', Poulan', Husky (52 drive links) 	 ...ea. S895 	 ea 	7.95 

WPL 16 30LP55 	16' chain loop for mini StihP (55 drive links) ............ . .. ea. 	S995 ......... ea. 	8.95 

WPL 16 30LP56 	16 chain loop for mini Echo', Poulan', Husky (56 drive links) . ea 	S9.95 ......... ea. 	35 

ArborPRO Sprocketnose Bars 
Tired of the low quality laminated bars that conic with today's smaller professional 	 . 
saws? Here is your answer. ArhorPRO bars are designed with today's professional users in 
mind Made of special micro-alloy steel, these bars are wider and thicker than stock bars. They also come 	"" 	 3 

with a stout 4 rivet tip to give you increased life in the nose area Try one on your tree saw and see why 
professional arhorists refuse to run anything else. Bars fit StihP, Husky, Poulan' and Echo saws, 

Est. 1975 

www.baileys-online.com  
Offer good through 08/31/02, © 2002 

The World's Largest Mail 
Order Woodsman 

Supplies Company - 
Selling at Discounted Prices 

Over 5,000 Products with 
Warehouses in TN & CA 

Item No. 
APM 12 
APM 14 
APM 16 

1-1 

Description 	 Price 
12 ArborPRO TM  Bar ,,, .ea 

14' Arb0rPROTM  Bar 	......ea. 

16' Arb0rPROTM  Bar ............ ea. 

300-322-4539 
Please circle 8 on Reader Sers ice Card 
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All Horticultural 
Specialists Can 
Benefit from 
Arborjet 
The state of the art  JL_~~Pf.r`  Arborjet device is a 	IPA 
lightweight, handheld portable tool 

Equally effective for large deciduous 
or evergreen trees, ornamental trees, 
palm trees, shrubs, and vines. Its 
applications are extremely versatile-
from controlling native insect 
pests and exotic insect invasives to 
augmenting plant health vitality 
and regulating plant growth. 

L.JX Slildulti  

than other 	
r 

methods. 	
,f. 

 
IL 

'Ile SO 

injection site pr(. 
obsorptior 

ot the lesion. 

The Arborjet system. Fast, safe and cost 

effective direct injection of medicaments 
o the vascular system. 

Eliminates drilling 	4 
No capsule left behind 

• Fast - no waiting for 
product absorption 

• 3 times the profit in 
1/3 the time 

A1ERTISEHENT - This Issue's Featured Pest - 

Arborjet: the P*.x  for Glassy-Winged Sharpshooters 
A new Pierce's disease vector, the 
Glassy-Winged Sharpshooter, is a 
serious threat to California vineyards, 
citrus, avocado, and eucalyptus 
trees. The GWSS was accidentally 
introduced into California in 1989. 
\X 7hat makes this pest unique it 
that it travels faster and longer 
distances than other sharpshooters 
and feeds much lower on the cane. 
This means late season infections 
introduced by glassy-winged sharp-
shooters may survive the winter, 
causing chronic Pierce's disease. 
Fortunately, this devastating pest 
can be managed with Arborjet's 
revolutionary plant injection system. 

With the Arborjet microinjection 
system it is quick, easy and cost 
effective to manage the GWSS before 
it spreads the disease to the trees 
and vines. 

Arhorjer offers therapeutic formula-
tions to limit the progress of Pierce's 
disease. Using the Arborjet system, 
a greater number of plants can be 
treated in a shorter period of time 
since there is no waiting period for 
product absorption and no microin-
jection capsule left behind. You can 
triple your profits in 1/3 the time! 

Based on soil and foliar analysis, 
\rborjet's research scientists have 
formulated organic and natural 
based nutritional supplements to 
augment the plant's vi raii r'c. 

The Glassy-
\\'inged 
Sharpshooter 
has been 

c4 

found in high 
numbers in 	 Ot citrus and 
avocado grove 

 

and on woody oi- naincnrals in 
southern and central California. 
Pierce's disease has killed more than 
300 acres of vineyards in Temecula 
Valley California alone in the past 
three growing seasons and is now 
spreading to northern California. 
The Arborjet's fast and effective 
new injection system promises real 
headway in the battle against the 
Glassy-Winged Sharpshooter! 

ARct 
Introducing a new and environmentally 
responsible tree and plant injection system 
Minimize tree injury while using environmentally safe products to preserve 
our natunl and urban forests The Arborjet method assures quick and 

- . . 	 effective delivery of 
compounds directly into 

r 	the tree using a micro- 
inject i on system 

• Lightweight portable tool 
with handy utility pack 

• Quick, easy and SAFER than 
other injection devices 

ARBORF 
A Revolutionary Plant lnjecuc: Sys:ern 

call I -866-ARBORJT or 1-866-272-6758 www.arborjet.com 	I 
Please circle 5 on Reader Service Card 
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t was long alter the spectators had 
drifted away, the combatants had 
left town and the sawdust had settled 

that this year's winners of The Great Por- 
table Sawmill Shootout were determined. 

In fact, it would be three days follow -
ing the close of the 2002 Northeastern 
Forest Products Equipment Expo on May 
4 in West Springfield. Mass., before last 
year's shootout champion. Timber Har -
vester, again would be declared overall 
champion. Timber Harvester bested 10 
challengers for top honors and also 
walked away with the No. 1 spot in its 
price/class division. 

Other top-class finalists were Baker 
3638D Mill in the over $30.000 division. 
Timber Harvester 30HTD25 Mill in the 

$10,000 to $30,000 division and 
Peterson WPF Mi!l in the under $10,000 
class. (See sidebar for complete list of 
final standings by division.) 

Now in its fourth year. the sawmill 

Portab 
Sawm ill 
Gun"   
By Rick Howland 

Ask 

at  - 	 L 	
cj 41I 

W  Crew from Thomas puts their 7020 mill  
through the paces. 	 ' 	 .. .. . 

.-, 

. I •l 

Quality Manufacturing's Grizzly 30 Automatic 
placed second overall and in $10,000-$30,000 
Division. 

Crowd cheers on sawyers 
for overall winner, Timber 
Harvester's 30HTD25. 
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I Quiet, easy-start Honda OHY enginesAuto cycle valve completes full splitting 
- the best IN the business 	 cycle for maximum productivity 	• I 

I 

I 

Timberwoif log splitters are engineered for the fast cycle time 
and heavy tonnage it takes to get the job done. Our bigger, 
baffled hydraulic tanks run cooler for longer engine life and 
greater wood production. And every Timberwoif splitter is built 
to order in the U.S.A. from components we manufacture. If you're 
serious about wood, it's time you got serious about a Timberwolf. 

.. .we  blew through that mountain of wood, were able to 
cash out the machine and pocket some vacation money." 

- Dennis Redican, Tabor Tree & Land Co., 
Martha's Vineyard, MA 

boards are discarded alto-ether from the 

final tally. 

Each heat is limited to two hours, ex-
clusive of setup, and each team is 
allowed a total of 15 minutes of time-
out to accommodate refueling. 
maintenance and blade changes. 

Final scores are determined two ways: 
production and recovery. 

y . 
Abki I 

WOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 

shO)u)ut - \\ hich  is put on by Scntinill 

d Woodlot magazine - is a day-long 
expo event held in two heats - morning 
and afternoon. Although very far from 
true-to-life field conditions, the objective 
of the shootout is to illustrate relative 
machine performance by turning logs 
into 1-inch boards. Teams go head to 
head and are given identical criteria. The 
main variables are not only the perfor-
mance of the portable sawmill units 
themselves but also the skills of the saw-
er teams. Then there's the luck of the 

draw when it comes to the log stock from 
which the lumber must be produced. 
What each team gets to work with has 
an effect on the outcome of the finished 
product —just as it is in the woodlot. 

As simple as that sounds, the compe-
tition is as intense as the rules are 
complex. 

Competition class is determined by 
price, beginning with units under 
S10,000 (typically for manual band mills 
and small circular mills) followed by 
those in the $10,000 to $30,000 range 
which embraces most hydraulic band 

mills) and, finally, the over $30.000 class 
to accommodate larger hydraulic milk 
and semi-stationary circular milk. 

Each manufacturer selects a team con-
sistine of a sa vei -  and a "taller" (or 
helper. 

In the week leading up to the expo. 
teams check the log pile for general con-
dition, including hardware hazards such 
as nails. The day before competition, log 
lots are drawn at random by contestants 
with each mill being assigned four soft-
wood logs scaled to yield approximately 
45() board feet. 

In each of the two heats, competitors 
must produce full 1-inch-thick. 4-edge. 
standard-width boards right from the mill 
in front of the crowd and judges from the 
Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers 
Association, whose standards must be 
met for the lumber to count toward the 
final score. Finished lumber must be pro-
duced right from the mill itself without 
any edger of any kind - no free-stand-
ing edger nor mill attachment. 

Finished lumber pieces not meeting 
specs are not counted toward the final 
score. That means mis-cuts or unedged 

First score is production or throughput. 

which is determined by factoring the to-

tal production divided by sawing time, 
thus resulting in board feet per hour. 
Then there's the yield issue or the so-
called lumber recovery factor, which is 
a function of starting logs to lumber fin-
ished to specs. Points are awarded for 
each function - board feet per hour and 

Call today for 
FREE information and the 
name of your local dealer 

800-340-4386 
www.timberwolfcorp.com  

Please circle 55 on Reader Service Card 
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The Baker 3638D took first 
place in over $30,000 Division. 

J J' 

recovery rates - then totaled to determine 

the order of finish. 

Everyone involved in the shootout is 

cautious to point out that results do not 

mirror those of actual day-to-day jobs. 

since in the heat of battle, snap decisions 

might result in a lower recovery rate, for 

example. in favor of total production 

throughput. In reality, a sawyer likely 

would take more time to better the yield 

and quality. 

At the end of competition, judges in- 

Sawdust was flying 
from T.A. Schmid Maxi-
mizer 24. 

All the way from New Zealand, the Peterson 
All Terrain Sawmill took on all logs. 

F F131 Rik  fAwPPLEI3iOU 
-0 (9) 2002 INTERNATIONAL 4400's 

DT466, ALLISON AUTOMATIC, PETERSEN LIGHTNING 
LOADER. 24 YARD DUMP. OUTSTANDING 

afoot 	 VERSATILITY AND DURABILITY. 

$91,900 

I 1 	 New and Used GRAPPLE BOOM TRUCKS 
always in stock. Low financing available. 

1991 Ford 4 x 4 

4-wheel drive. 
Diesel, automatic, 
Petersen boom. 

Call today on this 
hard-to-find 4x4 

unit. 	Q(fl  

(3) 1991 IHC 
4900's 

DT466 IHC engines, 
automatic, 

Petersen loaders. 
18 ft. dumps. 	I 
New paint. 	. 

From 525900  

(3) 2001 IHC 
4900'sJ 

DT466, automatic, 
Petersen TL-3 

Lightning Loader 
with 24 yard 
dump body. 

S83,900 

(6) 1991-1994 
Ford's 

210 h.p. diesel, auto- 
matic, Petersen grap- 

ple boom. New 
paint. Ready to go 

to work. 
From 53i  

(3) 1990 
Interna ional's 

Diesel, automatic, 
Prentice boom with 
18 ft. dump body. 
Recently rebuilt 

engines. Very nice. 

HItI 
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Does  yours'li.  
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Your company's safety program is vital to its profitability, 
professionalism and success. Whether your company has 
an existing safety program or is trying to develop and 

implement one, the National Arborist Association (NAA) Model 
Company Safety Program can help you establish the most 
comprehensive and effective safety program possible. 

A program developed with the aid of the NAA Model Company 
Safety Program will: 

•Prevent injuries, vehicle accidents and property damage 
• Lower insurance costs 
• Satisfy contractor/commercial client bidder requirements 
• Boost productivity 
• Ensure OSHA compliance 
• Produce better motivated employees 
• Improve ability to finish jobs on time and within budget 
• Enhance your company's reputation 

The NAA Model Company Safety Program represents the best 
practices of some of the foremost companies in the industry. It 
contains instructions to guide you through implementation, as well 
as sample company policy language and useful forms for program 

Safety 	implementation in print and on CD. 

Program 	Call to order today! The long-term success and well-being of your 
company and its employees just may depend upon it. 

(Jncludes mival, checklist & CD) 

Shed f9 

ational Arborist Association 
edb TheAaoeme ol co"Vromid flee Ce 	esses 

Phone: 	1-800-733-2622 
1403-314-5380 

Fax: 	1403414-5386 
E-mail: 	naa@natlarb.com  
Web: 	www.natlarb.com  

Please circle 38 on Reader Service Card 

ORDER 
TO DAY! 



thickness and sharp. four-sided edging 
that excludes any trace of bark, and 
teams have the right to challenge results 
for review. 

We tracked down Timber Harvester 
President Paul Nelson during the afternoon 
phase of competition to check his team's 
progress in defense of last year's crown. 

"We are trying to improve on last 
year's results and to do it with only one 
operator," he said, explaining that the 
Waterloo, N.Y.-based company had to 
add one person to meet the competition 
requirements of a two-man team. The 
decision was made for the father-son 
team of Ken and Tim Clouser of Penn-
sylvania to represent the company with 
Tim sawing and Ken "on lookout." 

The shortest sawing time was clocked 
by Peterson's WPF mill at just 44 mm, 
29 seconds, followed closely by the 
Baker 3638D at 45:18. 

In terms of lumber recovery (finished 
lumber to logs according to pre-determined 
scale). both Timber Harvester and Quality 
Manufacturing's Grizzly 30 Automatic  

"logged" 103 percent, with the Thomas 
7020 unit close behind with 102 percent. 

As noted above, competition results 
wont always mirror true field condi- 

Overall standings 
Timber Harvester 30HTD25 
Quality Manufacturing Grizzly 30 
Automatic 
Baker 3638D 
Peterson WPF 
Thomas 7020 
Quality Manufacturing Grizzly 30 
Manual 
Turner GM2420E 
T.A. Schmid Maximizer 24 
Peterson ATS 
Enercraft/Baker 18M 
Lucas Mill 825 

Under $10,000 Division 
1. Peterson WPF 

tions, but by the end of the day both com-
petitors and spectators had a pretty good 
idea of the capabilities of the latest ma-
chines on the market. TCI 

Thomas 7020 
Quality Manufacturing Grizzly 30 
Manual 
Turner GM2420E 
T.A. Schmid Maximizer 24 
Peterson ATS 
Enercraft/Baker 18M 
Lucas Mill 825 

$10,000-$30,000 Division 
Timber Harvester 30HTD25 
Quality Manufacturing Grizzly 30 
Automatic 

Over $30,000 Division 
1. Baker 3638D 

The final standings by division: 

,t 	 I 

'I.. . 

J 	..e 

.; 
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7/ic 335XPT arbor/st 5(111 b) I-IiiScJi(irJi(i. Pou't'i/iil. 1)111(1/iCed. (111(1 	 Arbor Grip" 

inre reliable than ever it boasts an unbeatable power to weight 	 Bcilciiicecl textured top i5aiidle 

ratio, snag free shape, and the industry exclusive ArborGri'. 	 Thumb Grip 

our textured handlewith thumb and throttle fin ç'er supports for 	
Throttle finger support 

greater control and to get you to those tight, high 	 ithh placewithease. 	
Built-in rope ring 

 

.\obody is more co,nniitted to theArborist than Husqz'arna. 14i 

offer a filll hue of specially designed safety gear 1111(1 are a proud 	 .,?)Air Injection 
sponsor of the ArborJIaster training programmis. To find the nearest 

llusqi'arna Pozi'er Retailer call 1-800-HI 7SKY62 or visit our 1i'eI) 	 Crown Commitment 
site at zen 'zehusqi 'ama. con,. For infor,nation about A rborlJasIt'r 	 15-day satisfaction guarantee 
framing. cci!! 1-860-429- 5028. 

allusqvarna 
Tough Name.Tough Equipment. 

A 	 I  

fr.1HLIUIIiiI 	
AAAAAA il!F[' 'Ai I .fWI('] .1 

Use of chain saws in trees should only be done by professionals with specific training. Price and availability vary by dealer. ©2002 Husqvarna 

Please circle 24 on Reader Service Card 
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Marketin 
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Direct 
Mail 
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B.N ,  William J. Lvnott 

Marketing is an essential ingredient in the recipe for growth - even survival - for any 
small business. Yet many owners of tree care and landscaping companies shy away from all 
but the most obvious ways to promote their businesses. For some, their entire marketing program. 

if they have one at all, consists of an expensive ad in the Yellow Pages. 
Surprisingly, one of the most neglected marketing techniques suitable to tree and landscaping trades 

is also one of the least costly and potentially most profitable: direct mail. 
During my years as a management consultant. I have found that most failures to make use of this pow- 

Building Your List 
While your own list of customers 

is likely to be the best one to use in 
your first direct mail efforts, it need 
not be the only one. Lou Giroud. 
owner of Lou Giroud's Tree Service 
in Huntingdon Valley. Pa., conducts 
a continuing direct mail campaign  

aimed at local companies whose cus-
tomers may require tree care. He sends 
regular mailings to: 
• 	Roofers 
• 	Driveway contractors 
• 	Builders 
• Swimming pool companies 

• 	Landscapers 

His mailings remind these companies 
of his services. He reports receiving 
many referrals from them. Says. 
Giroud. In this business, marketing is 
everything." 
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Cit ul marketine tool \\ crc  due slmpl\ to 

the owner's lack of knowledge of the 

easy-to-master fundamentals of direct 

mail marketing. 

Equally common is the notion that. "It 

doesn't work." In almost every case I 

have encountered, this prejudice resulted 

from an unsuccessful effort that failed to 

incorporate even the most basic direct 

mail essentials. 

If you've been neglecting this power-

liii tool for building sales and profits. 

there has never been a better time for you 

to get started. In tough economies, many 

business owners are tempted to cut back 

on marketing expenses. That's exactly 

the wrong thing to do. Experience proves 

that continual marketing is one of the 

most effective ways for companies to 

prosper and grow through good times 

and had. 

Direct mail is an effective marketing 

tool in even the strongest of economies, 

hut it rcall\ shines when times get tough  

- \\hcll  \OL1 need to make C\CF\ 

count. According to the Direct Market-

ing Association, every 8.8 cents spent on 

direct mail advertising generated one 

dollar in sales in 1999. Compare that to 

television advertising where it took 19.2 

cents to generate one dollar in sales. 

Here are three reasons why direct mail 

can be a profitable advertising medium 

for your tree care or landscaping busi-

ness - facts you should keep in mind 

when you are designing your own cam-

p a i gil: 

• 	Direct mail is a targeted medium. 

It's easy (and essential) to aim your ad-

vertising dollars exclusively at legitimate 

prospects. 

• 	The results of your direct mail ad- 

vertising can be tracked and analyzed in 

minute detail and with more ease than 

with any other medium. This allows you 

to test new offers or approaches on small 

mailings before committing to your full 

mailing list. With direct mail, you don't 

ha c to cucss ho 	 I LI  ul \ our eltorts 

have been, 

• 	Desktop computers and inexpen- 

sive software have made it easier than 

ever to design and produce professional 

quality direct mail packages. While it is 

always preferable to seek professional 

help in any advertising program. it is not 

an absolute requirement in basic direct 

mail campaigns. 

Getting started 
Your first direct mail campaign should 

he targeted to your most likely prospects 

- your own list of past clients. 

Targeting your direct mail dollars to 

your best prospects means putting your 

company's most valuable asset - your 

own list of customers - to work. Direct 

mail experts know that people who have 

done business with your company in the 

past are the best prospects for additional 

business in the future. 

Lou Giroud, owner of Lou Giroud's 

Buckingham Mfg. is proud to introduce more 

products to make your job safer and easier. 

459() Lone Reach Tool Saver 	 C\\ Arbori  si Catalot 
The new Long Reach 
Tool Saver is ideal for 
storing your sticksaw or 
pruner in between cuts 
or when handling 

T 	brush. The tool saver 
1 	can accommodate two 

tools. A specially de- 
signed swivel plate car,  

$ be mounted either or 
the top or side of the 
aerial basket and swiv-
els 3600  for use in any 

orsition The velcro straps hold the tools firmly in 

place while ascending or descending. An adjust- 
able bracket provides a positive lock on the aeria 
basket. Fits baskets with up to a 3 1 2 (9 cm 

customer service department for a 
copy of our new full line color cataloc 
featuring bese and mani,. other ne.. 

products. 

45400G-9N1 	.15O() 	454()()NIB 

-ø 

At 

 

These unique see-through mesh bags allow you to lo-

cate equipment without opening the bag. Ideal for stc-
ng carabiners, small accessories, web slings or rope 
cmducts, these bags are rigid enough to stand up c 

cii own and offer years of service. Also available 
cpe bags, duffle bags and throw line deploymer 

nags. Contact your local distributor o c. 
service deoartment for more irformat -. 

Huckinchaia \tunutacturini.r CO.. Inc. • I - (I t rut i .\tcnuc. P( ) Uit 16M) • Hinurhutnitim. Vi 13904  

tel: i 	i 	3-2400 Fits: 1007 )  '3-2425 • E-\Iuiit: aIca hnckini.rhumnitiu.citm • \chitc: ttu .bueknlaiiinte.cniii 
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A CUT ABOVE 

(Pt) PORTER- FERGUSON 
POP: 

A 

Tree Service in Huntingdon Valley. Pa.. 
has built the core of his many successful 
direct mail campaigns around his list of 
past clients. "We send our quarterly 
newsletter to every client we've served 
during the past eight years." he says. 
"Our mailings of about 12,000 bring in 
an average of 300 to 400 responses." 

Of all the variables in a direct mail 
campaign, the most important by far is 
the mailing list itself - not the creative 
design, not the offer. Direct mail profes-
sionals refer to this as the 60-30-10 rule. 
That is, 60 percent of the success of a 
mailing depends on the list used. 30 per-
cent on the offer, and only 10 percent on 
the creative design. 

That's why you should always care-
fully target your direct mail advertising 
dollars - and the bull's-eye in that tar-
get is the list of your own past clients. 

The care and feeding 
of a direct mail list 

Given the obvious importance of the 
list itself, you must make every effort to 
keep it healthy. Here's how: 

Keep it current. 
People move away from your cover-

age area in numbers that may surprise 
you. According to government statistics. 
one in five Americans (20 percent) 
changes addresses each year. That means 
that a list untended for two or three years 
will suffer serious deterioration in qual-
ity. 

One of the easiest ways to keep your 
list up-to-date is to request address cor-
rections from your post office on at least 
one mailing per year. There's a small 
expense for this service, but it's money 
well spent. Every undeliverable address 
on your list represents wasted money. 

Keep it clean. 
Whether your operation is large 

enough to use custom software or 
whether you maintain your list with over-
the-counter software such as Excel, 
Access, or Approach, it's important to 
weed out irregularities such as duplicates 
and misspellings. If you use an outside 
service to maintain your mailing list, 
they will be able to perform list-clean-
ing services for you. And, of course, you  

must make certain that your list contains 
only names of people who are legitimate 
prospects for your service. As obvious 
as it seems, you don't want to waste 
money sending your message to people 
who live in apartment houses. 

Is it worth all this trouble? Definitely 
yes. The more accurate your list, the bet-
ter your response rate. You can count on 
that. 

Creating your mailing 
package 

Once you are satisfied that your mail-
ing list is as clean as you can make it. 
it's time to decide what type of mailing 
will work best for you. A direct mail 
package can take any one of many forms. 
Here are three of the most suitable for 
tree care and landscape companies: 

Tips to 
Improve 

Your Direct Mail 
Promotion 

Concentrate on creating a mail-

ing list as tightly focused as you can 

make it. Remember that your mailing 

list is the most important part of your 

direct mail package. 

Spend a lot of time developing an 

attention-grabbing headline. With 

today's short attention spans, your 

headline must give the reader an in-

stant reason to continue reading. If 

your headline doesn't do its job, the 

rest of your package won't matter. 

If possible, try to work in one or 

more of the proven power words in 

your headline or the body of your 

main copy: Free, New, You, Value, 

Yes, Discover, Introducing, Announc- 
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Postcards 
The easiest to create and least expen-

sive form of direct mail advertising is the 
humble postcard. Done with careful 
planning and a dose of creativity, a post-
card is well-suited for some types of 
promotions - but woefully inadequate 
for others. 

Given its obvious space limitations, a 
postcard cannot effectively carry a com-
plex message that requires the reader to 
make a major decision. Still, a carefully 
crafted postcard message can be effective 
for such promotions as limited-time dis-
count offers. pre- or post-season specials, 
invitations for free estimates, or simply 
providing notice of availability of your 
service to recipients within your area. 

Hint: Your postcard mailing doesn't 

have to be limited to the standard 3½-
hv-5 inches. Postal regulations permit 

ing, Fast, Benefits, Money, Security, 

Safety, Save, Results, Proven, Guar -

anteed, Facts, Now, Solution, 

Amazing. They work. 

Resist the temptation to make 

your company name the most promi-

nent element in your package. Your 

offer and how it will benefit the pros-

pect is the core of a successful direct 

mail promotion. 

Sell benefits, not features. You 

must give the reader a reason to re-

spond. Tell the prospect how he or 

she will benefit by doing business 

with you. Keep the following reminder 

in front of you when you are prepar-

ing your direct mail: Tell me about my 
landscape, not your pesticide. 

You can't sell if you don't tell. You 

must tell your readers exactly what 

you want them to do. If you want them 

to telephone your office, tell them to 

do it, and then tell them again. If you 

want them to return an enclosed post-

card, tell them to do it. Prospects 

have more reasons for postponing a 

decision than you can imagine. Your 

job is to convince them to act nowi  

postcards to he as large as 41  4-b\ -6 

inches and still be mailed for the regular 

postcard rate. 
The additional space on the oversized 

card allows for more freedom in craft-
ing your message, and is more likely to 
arrest the attention of the recipient. If you 
use a postcard mailer. I recommend that 
you always take advantage of the larger 
size. The slightly higher printing expense 
will be well justified. 

Formal letter 
When done skillfully. a letter - par-

ticularly a first-person letter - from the 
owner of the company to a client or po-
tential client is one of advertising ' s most 

powerful techniques. 
Your message in a letter can contain 

more information, be more personalized 

to the recipient and is more likely to be 
given serious consideration by the 
reader. 

In my experience, a letter written in 
the first person is the only choice for a 
local service company such as tree care 
or landscaping. The warmth and direct-
ness of a first-person letter, as opposed 
to the impersonal third person, greatly 
enhances the effectiveness of any mes-
sage. The more personal your letter, the 
better will be your response. 

First person simply means that the 
writer of the letter is speaking directly 
to the reader. A letter written in the first 
person will contain phrases such as this: 
"As owner of Smith's Tree Care Com-
pany. I'd like to welcome you to our 
community." Or "I take great pride in our 
reputation, and all of our service carries 
my personal guarantee of satisfaction." 
In other words, write as if you were 
speaking to the recipient face to face. 

Regardless of your offer or the nature 
of your message, always write in the first 
person. This technique alone will im-
prove response to your offer. 

Hint: Writing an effective sales letter 
is far more difficult than most company 
owners realize. Unless you are excep-
tionally skillful with English grammar 
and the subtleties of writing advertising 
copy. you should consider hiring a pro-
fessional to create your advertising 
messages. 

If you are convinced that you can do 

Splinters 	NOT NO ::: 

Ddaminmofl EVER 

"G u a ran t ee d"   
DICA Marketing Co. 	Carroll, IA 51401 
800-610-DICA(3422 i 	FAX 712-792-1106 
ws ss .dicaUS.A.corn 	int o@dtcaUSA.com  
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FINANCING • i.FASING • RENTALS 

JM  Pete Mainka 
 Enterprises.Inc. 

633 Cecilia Drive • Pewaukee.\VI • 53072 
Phone: 	262-691-4306 
33 years of SUCCeSS 

Specializing in Pre-Owned Equipment 
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Your Waiting is Over!!! 

The 2003 Chevy 4500 is here! 
Duramax Diesel - Allison 5-speed Automatic 

Air Conditioning - Locking Differential 
16000# GW 

Call for a Quote on the Body of Your Choice! 

a good job yourself. I urge you to have a 
qualified person check over your work 
before it goes to the printer. I have seen 
many small business owners become 
sold on the notion that direct mail adver-

tising is a waste of time. They reached 
this conclusion after sending out a hope-
lessly flawed letter which, of course, 
produced little or no response. 

Newsletters 
As many tree care and landscape com-

pany owners have learned, an 
informative newsletter can be an amaz-
ingly powerful business-builder. 
Company owners such as Lou Giroud 
(who uses newsletters on a regular ba-
sis) agree that the key to a successful 
newsletter is worthwhile information. 

Says Giroud, "I make sure that every is-
sue of our newsletter contains information 
about tree care that is of genuine value to 
the homeowner. The sales message in our 
newsletter is always low-key, but it never  

fails to produce satisfying results." 
Newsletters may consist of a single 

page printed on both sides, or they may 
be in the more conventional four-page 
format. Either way, your local printer can 

provide important help if you decide to 
make use of a newsletter in your market-
ing program. 

Test - Test - Test 
One ingredient for success in direct 

mail marketing agreed on by all profes-
sionals is the absolute necessity of 
testing each and every promotion. 

One of direct mail's most important 
advantages is the ability to track the ex-
act results of every campaign. With 
direct mail, there is no need to waste 
advertising dollars on a campaign that 
isn't producing satisfactory returns. By 
tracking on a consistent basis, you will 
soon learn exactly which of your promo-
tions are working and which are not. 

The United States Postal Service offers 
some excellent advice on tracking and 
other direct mail tips on its Web site at 
http://www.usps.gov . Just click on "mail-
ing" and then "promote with direct mail." 

Whether direct mail is art or science. 
or some combination of both, is a matter 
of continuing debate among profession-
als. One point that is generally agreed on, 
however, is that the tiniest change in a 
direct mail promotion can make a stir-
prisingly big difference in its results. 

Such seemingly unimportant details as 
the color of the paper or ink, the day of 
the week that the package is mailed, or 
the size of the type used can affect the 
overall results of the promotion. 

At this point, you needn't be overly con-
cerned with such minutiae. The important 
thing is to get started with your own direct 
mail promotions now. If you follow the 
advice here, you'll soon learn what works 
for you and what doesn't. TCI 

FANNO 
SAW WORKS 

- FANNO INTERNATIONAL 
You asked for it... 

iou' you've got it! 

Fi-K1500 

Fanno Saw designs 
a new "Raker-styled" 
tn-edge saw 

• Enclosed handle for blance 
and comfort. 

• 13.5" cutting edge for 
faster cuts 

• "Raker" styled teeth design for 
________ 	less binding in soft wood 

- 	trledge 

FI-Kl5sB 	 -: teeth 

16" Pol7Saw 
Blade sbs
with leing
• Univere for pole mount 

and as replacement for FT-K1500 saw 
• Longer 16" blade for fast cuts 
• "Raker" styled tn-edge teeth 

FANNO SAW WORKS 
P.O. Box 628,Chico, CA 95927 
(530) 895-1762 • fax 895-0302 

or at: www.fannosaw.com  

Miapw 
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5CHODL7RF 
Truck & Body Equipment Co. 
885 Harmon Ave. P.O. Box 23322 

Columbus, Ohio 43223 
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Nov. 7-9, 2002 
Midwest Express Center 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Tfl 
Greatest 
Tree Care Show 
On larmt.,  



CHIPPER KNIVES 
BUY 10 GET 2 FREE * FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS 

7'/4x 4 x 3/8 $24.50 
12 x3x 3/8 $22.95 

12 1 /8  x 31/2  X /8 $34.50 
8 x 31/2  X /8 $28.95 

TO maQOZ 

source for emP0Vees 
\n tree care \ndUSV 

HELP WANTED 

Are you motivated to help yourself and 
your company succeed? Once again, The 
Care of Trees is growing! We are currently 
seeking an ArboristlSales representative for 
Main Line Philadelphia area. The success-
ful candidate must possess the client service, 
networking and people skills necessary to 
grow a successful sales territory. Proven 
sales experience in a related field pre-
ferred, but will train the right individual. 
Must be ISA Certified or have the ability to 
obtain ISA Certification within 3 months of 
employment. Alpine, The Care of Trees is 
known for exceptional employees and cli-
ents. We offer an excellent compensation 
and benefits package. Please fax/e-mail 
resume to: Alpine the Care of Trees, 406 
Swedeland Road, King of Prussia, PA 
19406 Fax: (610) 239-7576 E-mail: 
psnyder@thecareoftrees.com  

Ready to move to the mountains? Experi-
enced tree climber needed for So. California 
mountain ski resort area. Rigging, dropping 
and removal of large pines, CDL required. 
Salary based on experience. Send resume/ 
references: 

AJ Acosta Co. Inc 
P0 Box 2889 

Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 
(909) 866-9634 Fax: (909) 866-8194 

Tree Climbers & Crew Leaders 
We are seeking experienced Tree Climbers 
& Crew Leaders to join our Gaithersburg, 
Md., team (metro, DC area). Excellent ben-
efits include medical/life/dental insurance, 
paid holidays, paid vacation/personal days, 
profit sharing, matching 401 K, banked hours, 
and clothing allowance. Wages based on ex-
perience. Please contact Chris Smith if 
interested, 	(301) 	948-5885 	or 
csmith @thecareoftrees.com  

North Valley Tree Service 
Northern California's Premier Tree Co. is 
seeking experienced (certified) foremen, 
sales, and all other tree care positions. We 
offer great pay, benefits, and a retirement 
plan. Will help with moving costs. (530) 
893-9649 or fax (530) 893-9650. 

Plant Health Care 
Climbing Arborist 

Sales 
Boston area company of professional ar-
borists has sales, leadership and crew 
positions avail, for outstanding indiv(s) w/min. 
2 years exp. Candidates must be commit-
ted to highest industry stds. of safety, 
workmanship & cust. service. Exc. wage & 
benefit package, including pension (401(k)), 
medical, education & more. Send resume to: 
Lueders, P0 Box 920279, Needham, MA 
02492 or call (508) 359-9905 or e-mail 
LuedersCo @ A0L.con 

The Davey Tree Expert Company has 
immediate openings in tree, shrub and lawn 
care, grounds maintenance and vegetation 
management. We provide on-the-job training, 
competitive pa' and benefits, and offer 
opportunities for advancement. 

To join our 
team contact: 

Tim Jackson 
The Davey Tree Expert Co. 
1500 North Mantua Street 
Kent, Ohio 44240 
1-800-445-TREE ext. 218 

tjackson@davey.com  

DAVEY. 
Equal Opportunity Employer 

THE flAA7 

/// 
  i \\   
FAST DELIVERY 

TOOL CO.. INC 	 (800) 221-5452 THE 	
ATTOOLCo. INC. 
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Why consider RTEC Treecare? 	 Applicators/Certified Arborist/ 	 HAWAII - Tree Climbers 

Arboricultural Consultant 	 and Working Foremen. 
o No. Virginia & Washington, D.C.'s pre-
mier tree care company. 
o Prestigious work: National Zoo, Penta-
gon, White House, Residential Estates 
o Immediate growth positions for experi-
enced, dedicated professionals. 
o Training & Safety Programs, ISA & NAA 
Certification 
o Excellent Pay & Benefits 
o Award-Winning Company (Tree Mainte-
nance and Preservation) 

We are always hiring good people. Our 
friendly and professional environmental-
lows dedicated professionals to shine. Our 
customers expect complete professional-
ism, we deliver, everybody wins! Give us 
a call; send your resume and references, 
complete confidence assured. 

o Sales, Arborist, Horticulture, Forestry, 
Plant Sciences 
o General, Branch Manager 
o Foreman, Climber(s), Ground 
o PHC Technician 
o Tree Preservation Specialist 

Call Andy Ross at (703) 573-3029; 
Fax: (703) 573-7475, 

E-mail: andyross  @TreesTrees.com , 
RTEC ("Our Tech") Treecare 

Rich's Tree Service in beautiful Portland, 
Ore., is looking for a few outstanding indi-
viduals to add to our team. 

Applicators - Must have clean driving 
record, good people skills, Applicators li-
cense for Oregon & Washington state, and 
at least 2 years experience. Must be will-
ing to learn. 

Certified Arborist - ISA certification, CDL! 
air and foreman ability a must. Must be 
willing to continue education and have 
good customer skills. 

Arboricultural Consultant — Looking for an 
individual with basic climbing skills, com-
puter training and ability to draft reports. 
Must have strong understanding of tree I. D. 
and disease/insect diagnosis & I.D. Must 
also have desire to continue education and 
keep current with the field of arboriculture 
as it is growing. 

All positions offer excellent pay, health care 
insurance (cafeteria plan), simple IRA, paid 
vacation and continuing education. Pre-
employment drug test required. Friendly 
work environment with interest in excel-
lence. Call today (503) 465-2133. 

Climbers MUST have a minimum of 5 
years climbing experience (which includes 
pruning, shaping, rigging, take downs and 
removals) and a current driver's license (a 
CDL license is preferred). Foreman appli-
cants MUST be a certified arborist (with 
knowledge of disease diagnosis and fer-
tilization), have a minimum of 5 years 
climbing experience (which includes prun-
ing, shaping, rigging, take downs and 
removals), 5 years utility line clearance ex-
perience, experience working with cranes, 
and have a current driver's license (a CDL 
license is preferred). Pay starts at $18.00 
per hour but is based on experience. Ben-
efits include paid medical and dental 
insurance, paid federal holidays, vacation 
pay, 401(k) pension plan and a profit-shar-
ing plan. Send resume with salary history 
and employment references to: 

Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc. 
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720 

Phone: (808) 959-5868 
Fax: (808) 959-0597 

(Ofltiflhlt'd on page 52 

4 

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc. • 628 North Portland St.. Ridgeville. IN 47380 • 
• Hours: Mon-Fri. 8-5: Sat.. By appt. only • 

Call: 1-800-856-2064. Ask for Chris Jones ,Fax: (765)857-2225 
www.Lewisutility.com  E-Mail: Lewisutility@connectiva.net  

4 Airport Pickup 4 Dcliv cry Aailahle 4 Finance Companies Asailable 4Aftord- 
able Pricing for l. er one 4 D.O.T. 4 Cert. Dielectric Testing 

Trucks to Work With, Not On  WI 
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Chippers. Chip Boxes. Also as ailable: lift, used chip box. S850. 
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TEAM WORK 
At .Almsteal, 

you!l never work ,il nc. 

.Almstead .Ar!m 'rir 
are hacked by a team of 

administrative, management 
& marketing professionals, 

all dedicated to your success. 

If unlimited growth potential and a 
winning team environment I N 

important to you, 
'oiir invited to grow with us. 

\I:ln:li2cntcnt positions av:uI:ilnlc in 
NY. NJ & CT. 
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Know ) our Irees Beiler 

Examine roadside trees, trees in parks 
and recreational areas, 

wooden poles, forests, timber 
structures such as bridges, framed 

buildings and playground equipment. 

Easily operated, light weight 
and compact. 

Phone: 888-514-8851 
Fax: 770-514-8851 

http://www.imlusa.com  
E-Mail: sales@imlusa.com  

IML Instrument Mechanic 
Labor, Inc. 

1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd. Suite 2212 
Kennesaw, GA 30144 

Free application video available 

Please circle 25 on Reader Service Card 

Hired 2 Need 2 

One Plant Health Care Salesman - One Area 
Manager 

Duties will include all estimating and sched-
uling of an established branch office. 
Certified Arborist and computer literacy a 
must. Compensation includes company 
medical, dental and retirement plans as well 
as ongoing company training. Salary is ne-
gotiable. Relocation expenses provided to 
qualified candidate. Contact: 

Vince Winkler 
Winkler's Tree Service 
P0 Box 1154 
LaGrange Park, IL 60526 
(708) 544-1219 
(708) 544-0405 (Fax) 

Alaska - If you're an EXPERIENCED 
climber or spray tech. interested in work-
ing in Anchorage, Alaska. Contact us - 
We'd love to hear from you. Fax resume 
to (907) 345-9639 or call (907) 345-9699. 

Climbers/Foreman needed in MN 

We are looking for reliable, career-seek-
ing climbers/crew leader with 2 years 
minimum climbing experience and to su-
pervise 2 to 3 crew members. No DUI or 
felonies. Must have or be willing to obtain 
CDL. $16 to $18+ per hour starting wage 
depending on experience. Medical, den-
tal, paid vacation, retirement plan, 
profit-sharing, and holidays. Call Pleas-
ant View Tree Service - Aric Marohn, 
Stillwater, MN. (651) 430-0316. 

Are you looking for a company where 
commitment is rewarded and develop-
ment is a standard? The Care of Trees is 
growing in the Philadelphia region. Oppor-
tunities are available for IPM apprentices, 
climber apprentices, climbers, crew leaders 
and foremen. The Care of Trees is nation-
ally known for exceptional employees and 
clients. We are offering a competitive wage 
and benefits package. Please call Doug Bull 
or Chris Miller at 610-239-8017 or fax re-
sumes to (610) 239-7576. Email your resume 
directly to: mmilliard@thecareoftree.com . 

TREE SERVICE, INC. 

For more information about your vegetation 
management or line clearance needs 

Contact our Sales Office: 
800 943-0065 

\ 	 , 

Nelson Tree Service, Inc. 
13477 Prospect Road, Suite 210 	 ,- 

Strongsville Ohio 44149 
-44 Phone: 440 846-6077 • Fax: 440 846-6082 	 ,. 

[www.neIsontree.com 	 . 
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*1 If you need it 
out there... 

It's in here. 

Ira Wickes/Arborists. 	 Tree Care Professionals Wanted 	 Career Opportunities 
California, Bay Area 

Rockland County-based firm since 1929 
seeks qualified individuals with experience. 
Arborists/Sales Reps, Office Staff, Crew 
Leaders, Climbers, Spray Techs (IPM, PHC, 
Lawn). Great benefit package includes 
401(k) matching, advancement opportuni-
ties, E.O.E. Check us out on the Web at 
irawickes.com . E-mail your resume to 
info@irawickes.com . Fax us at (845) 354-
3475 or snail mail us at Ira Wickes/Arborists, 
11 McNamara Rd., Spring Valley, NY 10977. 

Mountain High Tree Service 
and Lawn Care, Denver, Cob. 

We are interviewing experienced Arborists 
for a combination Sales/Production Position. 
This is an excellent opportunity to transition 
from field production to a Sales career. Can-
didates should be certified; related education 
is helpful. We are also hiring climbers, P.H.C. 
and Lawn Techs. Please call (303) 273-5507 
or Fax Resume to (303)232-0711 Attn: Dave 
Entwistle. 

Our growing company located in Fairfield 
County, CT, needs experienced climbers, 
bucket operators, and spray technicians. 
Safety, customer communication, and 
service are our highest priority. Full-time, 
year-round employment with advance-
ment opportunities. Excellent wage and 
benefit package. Fax or mail resume to 
Bruce S. Pauley Tree Care, Inc., P0 Box 
878, New Canaan, CT 06840. Fax: (203) 
966-6796 or call for interview at (203) 
966-0869. 

Sales Arborist 

Fast-growing Central/Northern New Jersey 
company looking for self-motivated and ex-
perienced representative for high-end 
residential and corporate sales position. 
Competitive compensation and benefit pack-
age with growth opportunity. 
Fax resume to (908) 668-7575 or call Pat 
(908) 413-1002. 

Growing Residential and Commercial Tree 
Company is looking for career-minded indi-
viduals for Manager and Manager Trainee 
positions throughout the Bay area. Excellent 
benefits and training programs re-location 
help possible. 

Compensation is dependent on experience 
and results. Must have clean dmv. 

Fax resumes to Jeff at (415) 892-6935 
E-mail: jeff.englehart@cagwin.com  

Call (415) 892-7710 
Apply on-line at www.cagwin.com . 

Tree Crew/Spray Technician 

Experienced tree climbers and spray tech-
nicians needed. We have cake! Call Dan at 
Autumn Tree Care Experts, (847) 729-1963 
or fax resumes at (847) 729-1966. 

((.iht!Illl/((I on p 

BdWd The Tree Care 
Products 

You Need. 

V 
Log onto wwwforestry-supphers.com  

or call 800.360.7788 to get your 
free 600— page catalog today' 

•y ; 
Samson 	 ECItO 	 Weaver 

True Blue 	Gas Engine Dell 	Extra Wide Back  
lfZ Braided 	Page 119 	Tree Climbing 
12-Strand 	 Saddles 

Climbing Rope 	 Page 134 
Page 131  

Tree Tote 	 Carabiriers 
Sling 	 Page 132 

Page 121 
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Building A Safely Program That Works 

Using & \Mfling Pruning Specifications 
with A300 Tree Care Standards 

presented 1)1 

ISA - Pacific Northwest Chapter and National Arborist Association 

Where 	Seattle, Washington 

When 	June 27, 2002 

To Register Contact: (503) 874-8263 or by e-mail at info@pnwisa.org . 

Project Director, Urban Forestry 

Trees For Houston seeks a senior experi-
enced individual to become Managing 
Director, Urban Forestry, reporting to our Ex-
ecutive Director and responsible for: 

Development and management of annual 
street and freeway planting programs; 
Development and implementation of pro-
grams involving citizen, city and county tree 
planting; 
Arboriculture training of citizens; 
Supervision of dedicated staff. 

FAST. EASY AND AFFORDABLE TRUCK FINANCING 

Guaranteed Approvals 
Every Single Time... 

Guaranteed! 	 , /> 

Experts at Tough Credit 
And Start-Ups 

Credit Decisions Are 
Made In-House 

Seasonal and Skip 
Payment Plans Available 
WE LISTEN TO OUR CUSTOMER'S STORY 

IIA15 800-932-2274  
rnrporeitinn X 114 or 115 

10 Hillman Drive Suite 104 
Chadds Ford, PA 19317 
www.cagcorp.com  

Call Today And Make More Money 
Pkac ci rcic 14 ml I.tdcr Scr\ icc Card 

Want a Challenging Career with High Income Potential? 

The F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

Corporate Office: Post Office Box 3067, Stamford, Connecticut 06905 

Phone (203) 323-1131 • Fax (203) 323-3631 • www.bartlett.com  

Contact: Carmen Berrios, Manager Employment & Benefits 

cberrios@bartlett.com  

UNITED STATES . CANADA I IRELAND j GREAT BRITAIN  

Applicants must: 

Demonstrate intense commitment to LH 

forestry and community aesthetics; 
Possess excellent leadership and orga 	- 
tional skills; 
Be creative, energetic and goal-oriented. 

This position will appeal to a wide range of 
individuals with professional qualifications in 
the fields of arboriculture and landscape ar-
chitecture with a deep commitment to public 
service. Compensation and benefits will be 
commensurate with the market. 

Trees For Houston, one of America's lead-
ing non-profit tree organizations, was 
founded in 1983 and has planted over 
155,000 trees and seedlings in the Houston 
area. Additional information may be found 
on our Web site at www.treesforhouston.org . 

Please send a brief letter of application and 
resume to Michael M. Fowler, President of 
the Board, Trees For Houston, 712 Main, 
Suite 1700, Houston, TX 77002 

EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE 

Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with 
dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 
1988 to 1991, single axle, CDL or non-
CDL. We can custom design and build 
sides, tailgates, chip boxes or continu-
ous-rotation grapples. Call us for any 
specialty truck needs. Atlantic Fabri-
cating, Inc., Jack or Paul, Sayreville, 
N. J. (732) 938-5779. 
www.atlanticboom.com . 

For sale - 1987 GMC Bucket Truck, 52' 
working height, working daily, dumping 
chipbox, all toolboxes & repair manual 
$21,500. in Rhode Island (401) 941-7204. 

continued on page 56 

Tomorrow! 
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1997 International 4900 Loader 
DT466. Allison MT653 Automatic Hawk J-150 -ieavy 

Duty Loader With Crappie 20 Steel Body Wth 
Hoist, AC.Only 53K Miles Special Price .....  $44,900.00 

1995 International 4900 Loader 
DT Turbo Diesel, Allison MT653, Grapple Loader. 

Heavy Duty Dump Body With Hoist. Very Low lies 
Special  Price ...... ................. $38,900.00 

1991 International 9370 Loader 
425 HP Cat Diesel, 8LL Trans. 18.000 Front. 

46.000 Rears. Lift Axle Prentice 1200 Loader With 
Bypass Grapple. On Board Scale. Only ......  $38,900.00 

Late Model Intl Landscape Dumps 
Diesel. Auto Or Manual. Under Or Over 
CDL. Huge Selection Of Bodes Available. 

aim 

V lix~ r1 
1997 To 1998 T6500 Chip Trucks 

3116 Cat, Auto Or  Manual.  New Royal 
Forestry Bodies ,  Call For Special Pricing 

1994 Intl 4900 Heavy Spec Crew Cab 
DT166 Allison Auto 35.000 GVvV Low 
Miies. Govt Owned, Only One Around! 

al$D 

1993 GMC 4000 Spray Trucks 
4 Cyl Dsl. Auto. Fiberglass Body. Pwr 
Reels. Hoses Poly Tank $8,900.00 

SLU 
S .  

1988 Ford L8000 Chip Truck 
78 Turbo Dsi 6 Speed New HUGE 

1 Body W  Rem. Lids Only $19,900.00 

Royal Multi Purpose Bodies 	I Extreme
uty Construction Removable I 

.Lids, Huge Selection Of Chassis In Stocki 

AIM 

1995 Topkick Lo Pro Dumps 
3116 Cat Jtc NO CDL

. 
New Heavy  

Landscape Bod y . From .....$19, 

nil 

1998 Ford F700 Forestry Trucks 
Gas Or Diesel. NO CDL New Royal 

Bodies,  From ....................... $27,900.00 

1997 To 1998 Ford F700 Dumps 
Diesel Or Gas, Automatic. NO CDL. New 
Landscape Body , From .............. ..$21,900.00 

97 To 98 T6500 Multi Purpose Dum 
Cat Diesel Auto Or Manual, NO CD 

New koyal Bodies In Stock!  

1995 Top kick Custom Dumps 
Cat Ds Auto, Auto. NO CDL. Huge 

Body Selection. Call For Pricing! 

1995 Topkick Lo Pro Chip Trucks 
Cat Diesel, Auto. NO CDL'. New Royal 

Bodies.  From . ...... $22,900.00 

Iasyj11'nanclw ~njlwGr tR'811% Agii$IØ 

-  . - NL, . 	 . 	 .,. 	.. -  
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RR 2 - Box 509 - Sugarloaf, PA 18249 

New Cone-Head 500 
Brush Chipper, 125 HP, 

14" Capacity 

Financing Available 
$90 Down / No Payment for 90 Days 

Flexible Delivery Terms 11 

GMC 
& 

Ford 
Gas 
or 

Diesel 
Crane 
Trucks 

Ford & 
GMC Gas 
or Diesel 

Aerial Lift 
of Conn. 
Forestry 

Bucket 
Trucks 

The new 24 HPWS splitter from BUILT-
RITE. With a 24 hp Honda and 
cool-running single stage pump, the 24 
HPWS is in a class by itself! 

15-inch high wedge 
Separator grate 

25 gal. Hyd. 
17 gal. gas tank 

BUILT-RITE Mfg. Corp 
750 E. Hill Rd, Ludlow, VT 

1-800-757-2520 

1999-935 Vermeer chipper 
234 hrs. 50 hp Perkins diesel, 5 sets of 
blades, spare tire kept garaged, $12,500. 
1992 - 630 B stump grinder, $3,000 Alumi-
num chip box 7' 10" W X 9' 10" L, & toolbox 
CabGard, built to fit 1999 Chevy 6500, 
$5,500 

All equip. field ready 
Call (419) 864-7772 

1985 Chevy dump truck with chipper box. 
1999 Vermeer chipper 1230A. Both for 
$25,000. 1988 GMC bucket truck $16,000. 
1988 GMC Loader Truck $35,000. 

Savannah, GA (912) 352-3565 

Wood Chuck Chipper, WC-17, 100 HP die-
sel, $8,900 oIB.O. Call (609) 585-4356. Will 
call back. 

John Deere 4-wheel-drive tractor, model 
5200, 425 hrs, 52 hp w/front-end loader & 
lmplemax grapple w/winch model 4836, ask-
ing $28,550. 

2001 Hi-Ranger 75 ft. Bucket Truck. 10' el-
evator, rear mt. on a 2001 Peterbilt 10 
wheeler, 300 hp CAT auto shift trans., air 
cond., custom cab, alum. wheels, tanks, tools 
boxes, etc. Excellent cond. $125,000. 

Rayco Stump grinder RG1672 DXH 185 
hours, excellent condition, asking 18,500. 

Call Keene Tree Service 
(603) 352-8330 

For Sale 1999 Morbark chipper - 200 hp. 
diesel model 2400 low hours - $21,500. 
2001 John Deere Skidsteer Model 270 with 
trailer $28,500. 

Ask for John - (508) 428-5053 

Hardware and software by an arborist 
for the arborist. For more information 
about the industry's best-selling package, 
call or write Arbor Computer Systems, P0 
Box 548, Westport, CT 06881-0548. 
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site: 
www.Arborcomputer.com ; E-mail: 
Phannan  @Arborcomputer.com  

Alexander Equipment 
The only used equipment source offering a 
full satisfaction guarantee! We have a huge 
selection of used chippers and stump grind-
ers ... fully serviced and ready to work! See 
our complete inventory list on the Web at 
www.alexequip.com  or call Matt or Steve at 
(630) 663-1400. 

Alexander Equipmen 
4728 Yender Avi 

Lisle, IL 60532 
We can deliver anywheo 

1997 Altec LRIII 55 bucket truck w/chip 
box, Ford diesel, new inspection. VG kept 
in heated garage, only one operator (with 
co. 30 years), $56,000 oIB.O. (610) 589-
5164 Reading, PA. 

Mickey's Truck & Equipment Sales, Inc. 
Now offering 

Bucket Truck 

L Service and Repairs!! 

J I w do UiL alld I uid 

Gas & Diesel Man-Cabs 

Call Toll Free 1-888-340-1756 
Please circle 34 on Reader Service Card 
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Ropes, Ropes, Ropes 

All types and brands of professional climb-
ing and lowering arborist ropes at warehouse 
prices. Call for current price list. Free ship-
ping. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad - Big Savings 
1-800-873-3203. 

Bandit Industries, Inc. has over 100 
pieces of used equipment from many dif -
ferent manufacturers. Our new rebuild 
facility and trained staff ensure that each 
piece of equipment is in good working con-
dition. 

Hand-Fed Chippers - of all sizes 
Stump Grinders 

Waste Reduction Machines 
368-Beast Recyclers - horizontal grinder 

Whole Tree Chippers - towable 
and self-propelled 

Check out our complete list of used equip-
ment at www.banditchippers.com  or call 
1-800-952-0178 for more information. 

1,000 gal. stainless Bean 65 gpm. 2 reels 
and refill pump on a 78 0-50 Chevy. S9.000. 
o/B.O. 

900 gal. fiberglass tank Bean 65 gpm. reel 
and refill pump on a 67 c-50 Chevy. S8.000. 
o/B.O. 

Two old-style Beans for parts, 1 stainless 
tank. 1 Myers Mist Blower, B.O. 

(203) 263-3334 E-mail: Mewlfw@aol.com  

1990 Asplundh LR 50 Aerial lift/ Forestry 

packages. Mounted on 1990 GMC 7000 
366 V/8 5 Speed. Exe. cond. $28,500. 
Call Conserv-a-tree at (516) 271-2998. 

Tree Sprayer -300 gallon poly tank, 13 
horsepower Honda engine, 20 gpm dia-
phragm pump, electric hose reel, 
aluminum frame, brand new, never used. 
Take over payments $5,800 or $228 per 
month. Milford, CT. Call (203) 878-3638. 

BUSINESSES 
FOR SALE 

Large tree service for sale in Southeast-
ern N.C. fully equipped and staffed. 2000 
GMC 2500 $+$, 1999 GMC bucket truck 
w/55 foot anal lift, 1998 GMC 16 foot dump 
truck, 1989 Ford bucket truck w/50 foot 
Altec Lift, 2000 Vermeer 1800 chipper, 
2000 Vermeer 1230 chipper, 2000 
Vermeer 765 stump grinder. 1996 Rayco 
stump grinder Jr., 2000 John Deere 5310 
w/loader and accessories, steady 
workload with great client list. Too busy 
with other companies for proper manage-
ment. Must let everything go with short 
orientation for $485,000. For more infor-
mation call Stephen at (910) 520-7679. 

Tree Service over 50 years Portland, Ore. 
Sale includes all equipment: 2 bucket trucks, 
chipper, 2 chip trucks, miscellaneous equip-
ment. It's been a family business; much 
growth potential. Owner will help first year, 
retiring. $300,000. Call (503) 654-3065 

ciI1l/i iieI oil pa 

We offer the best trucks, 
best forestry bodies, and 
the best business partners .... YO U I 

[1d Boll- ] Call Mike Taylor or Wayne Martin 
1-888-283-2790, Ext. 639, 281 
www.Mtaylor@tedbrittford.com  

SALES SERVICE FINANCE 

.- 
Business Je 	Network 

D COMMERCIAL 
LENDING 

L_J SERVICES 

(703) 218-4639 

Please circle 54 on Reader Service Card 
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TCI Magazine & NAA Website 
Ads running for six 
	Classified Rate Card 

	
Pricing based on 

consecutive months 
	

250 characters 
receive $51month discount. 	 per pricing unit. 

ICI Magazine 
Only 

Website Only Website Only 
+ Photo 

TCI Magazine & 
Website 

TCI, Websit 
Photo 

Members $55 $55 $65 $65 $75 
Non-Members $65 $65 $75 $75 $85 

PRODUCTS & SERVICES Primely located tree service in 
Monmouth County, N.J. Ten minutes 
from the Beach and 45 mm. from N.Y.C. 
Lengthy repeat customer base. Reliable 
crew with tenure. Successful, respected 
turn-key. Contact (732) 522-6563. P0 Box 
8459 Red Bank, NJ 07701. 

Established tree care business for 36 
years on Maryland's Eastern Shore. 
Long-term contracts and good workforce 
in place. Year-round work with good 
growth opportunity. Possible owner fi-
nancing. Box FL, TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, 
Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103. 

Classified ads 
Ad deadline is the 20th of the month, two 

months prior to publication. 

Place your ad on the NAA 's online 
Job Bwiktor just $10 more. 

Add a logo or color picture and your (1(111 will 

be seen by thousands ,iiore! 

For details, go to www.natlarb.com , 
e-mail: Stone@natlarb.com,  or call 

1-800-733-2622. 

ArborWare 
The Business Solution 
for Arborist, Landscape 

& Lawn Care Professionals 

Includes complete Customer Manage-
ment: Estimates, Proposals, Work Orders, 
Invoices, Statements, and Accounts Re-
ceivables. Also includes: Customer 
Property Inventory, PHC and Pest/Disease 
control, chemical application and DOA re-
porting, maintenance and generation of 
Renewal Contracts, scheduling/routing of 
Crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle Mainte-
nance and DOT reporting, Job Costing, 
Marketing and Management Reporting, 
comprehensive User Manual, and more 
Call (800) 49-ARBOR (2-7267) for more in-
formation. 

TREE LAW BOOK. 

Tree Law Cases in the USA, by Lew Bloch, 
is a fascinating look at 100+ tree cases. 
Includes borderline trees, trespassing, 
negligence, safety, municipalities, utilities, 
and more. More information at 
www.lewbloch.com  or call (301) 983 2781. 

ArborGold Software - Complete job 
management! Phone message center, pro-
posals with built-in landscape CAD 
designer, scheduling, invoicing and more. 
Posts to QuickBooks. Print estimates on 
site with new hand-held PCs and download 
to office. Call Tree Management Systems 
- 1-800-933-1955, see demo at 
www.turftree.com  
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SOUTIICO INDUSTRIES, INC. 1840 F. DIXON BLVD. SHELBY, NC 28152 
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Email: Sales@Southcolndustries.com  

(704) 482-1477 
1-800-331-7655 

FAX #(704)-482-2015 
FAX #1-800-458-8296 
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This enormous maple is alive thanks to careful soil and tissue 
analysis. Subsequent soil treatments and fertilization have 
brought it back to health. 

By Laiici Robinson 

The Louis-Dreyfus Estate, a sprawling 100-acre manor 
near Mt. Kisco. N.Y.. comprises 20 acres of formalized 
planting areas, with the balance in fields, farmland, wood- 

lands, old stone walls, and ponds. It's an idyllic setting for sure. 
but it wasn't the most favorable environment for trees 12 years 
ago. when Lewis Sparks hired on as manager. After several sea-
sons of poorly performing bedding plants, and an overabundance 
of seed production from trees - an indicator of stress and decline 
— Sparks knew something was amiss. Tests in 1994 confirmed his 
suspicions that problems stemmed from the soil, which in this case 
contained excessive levels of phosphorus. low pH and insufficient 
organic matter. 

"Generally, the phosphorus levels were 10 times what is nor -
mal for this area." recalls Sparks, a soft-spoken man with a retail 
nursery background and over 20 years of estate work under his 
belt. "The soil had a pH of around 5.5. and we had low organic 
matter that was in the 3 percent to 3.5 percent range. I think the 
high levels, for the most part, were the result of excessive appli-
cations of chemical fertilizers. The phosphorous was being 
dammed up in the soil. It was not being used because it was not 
available. We had obvious soil compaction issues as well." 

Although there were no records reflecting how the grounds were 
maintained prior to his arrival. Sparks found an arsenal of chemi- 

cals onsite. He says the absence of beneficial insects and organ-
isms pointed to overuse of harsh chemicals and the need to look 
for a more nature-friendly alternative. Sparks set about making 
amends to restore balance to the soil and to correct problems from 
the ground up. 

"We absolutely stopped all applications of phosphorus," says 
Sparks. "One of the challenges we faced was how to raise soil 

pH. That is generally done 
through applications of lime, 
but calcium levels were ex-
tremely high, so we couldn't 
use lime. What we ended up 
doing was bringing the pH 
level up gradually through 
the use of potassium carbon-
ate. w h ich has an alkaline 
pH." 

According to Sparks, the 
slow-release liquid nitrogen/ 
potassium solution supplied 
important macronutrients 
without exacerbating the ex-
isting phosphorus problems. 

Next, Sparks initiated a 
fertilization program which 
included Essential, a Growth 
Products soil conditioner. 
akin to humic acid, to stimu- 
late root growth, rejuvenate 
the soil, and promote growth 

of beneficial soil organisms. Sparks notes that regular applica-
tions of this organic soil amendment, containing plant extracts and 
kelp, does two things: 

1. It solubilizes phosphorus, allowing it to be used by the plant 
or moved out of the root zone. 

It increases the percentage of organic matter in the soil. 
"With that program in place, we've seen a drop in phosphorus 

levels by 24 percent over the course of about six years. We've 
adjusted the pH to 6.5. That's a full percentage point from where 
we were. We've gotten the organic matter up from 3 to 3.5 per -
cent to 4.4-plus percent." he reports. 

With the soil on the mend, Sparks has more time to devote to 
gardening projects on the property, which is less than an hour's 
drive from New York City. 

"Lately, in the more natural areas of the landscape. we have 
been incorporating and, you might say 'editing.' or taking out some 
of the weak species," explains Sparks. noting that he has two full-
time people - one a horticulturist - to assist with tree and plant 
care at the Westchester County plantation. "The owner. William 
Louis-Dreyfus, has been a tree collector since the mid '70s. It's a 
very nice collection. We've certainly expanded it." 

About 80 percent of the trees found dotting the Louis-Dreyfus 
landscape were moved to their present locations. In addition to 
the dawn redwoods (Metasequoia g/vptostroboides). pin oaks 
(Quercus palustris). Norway maples (Acer platanoic/es), sugar 
maples (Acer saccha ruin), white ash (Fra.vinus americana), and 
tulip trees (Liriodendron tulipifera). Sparks takes particular pride 
in the more rare species: 14 cultivars of Japanese maples (Acer 
palmatum): 11 cultivars of false cypress. or white cedars 

1cr 
1 

1 
This large beech tree was planted 
last fall in the middle of an open 
field. 
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All of the large trees in this picture are specimen trees that 
were moved to the Dreyfus estate. 

by three applications through the 
course of the growing season, be-
fore concentrating on the grass. 

"Now the emphasis is placed on 
affecting the whole issue of soil, 

ith the idea being that tree roots 
are throughout the lawn area. We 
tic ure that if we create an environ-
ment in the soil structure and give 
the soil life and treat it in a way that 
promotes soil health, then we can 
unlock the nutrients to do their jobs. 
It's ultimately less work. That's the 
long range effect. It's subtle in its 
changes, but in order to build up 
soil life, it is really effective. There 

( ('Iiinii'cvpiri.s ): 14 CllIti\ ar Of 

European beeches (Fagus spp.); 
seven cultivars of unusual variet-
ics of magnolia (Magnolia spp.): 
incense cedar (Calocedriis 
decurre,zs): cedar of Lebanon 
( Cedrus libani): and a common 
redbud culti var ( Cercis canaden is  
Forest Pans •). Another interest-

ing favorite. the weeping European 
hornbeam ( Carpinus berulli 
Penclula'), produces wood with 

tensile strength close to that of 
lion. Spark points out. The Euro-
peans used it in ox yokes. across 
the horns - hence, the name -horn-
[)earn." 

"These trees are from all over the world. 
hut of course. they have to fit into our cli-
mate, generally 6b (USDA Plant Hardiness 
tone), he adds. 

To enhance the collection of trees. 
Sparks has established a dwarf conifer gar -
den, formal herb gardens. rose gardens. 

oodland gardens. walks and scores of 
ephemeral bulbs. 

"Whenever you have an integrated land- 
pe - trees incorporated with small 

\voody shrubs and herbaceous elements - 
it is visually more pleasing. It sort of rep-
icates nature. Very few times do you find 

in naturejust one single colony, or monoc-
ulture. created. You have your , 
understory plantings. shrubs, and 
then your ground things going on.  
the herbaceous plants on a lower 	' 
level. We have tried to use nature 	- 
as our model." he says. "Where we  
have created ............. we 

 f.........' 	I .' 

we need to reintroduce elements  
into the soil that are not there or 	•. 	, 	- 

eretaken aay when we do this 	- 	 J 
type of gardening. So where we had  

Ail U choice we chose an organic de 
iied product We believe these  
products are easier on the soil and 
soil life. Our goals are to improve The trees at the center of this photo are (very rare) dawn 
'Soil health, create better soil struc- redwoods. These specimens were moved to their present 
ture and tilth. and to encourage an location. 
environment where microorgan- 
isms can do their job. With a product called 
Companion. we've introduced mycor-
rhizae into the soil. This also acts as a 
biological fungicide." 

A designated conservation easement on 
the Louis-Dreyfus estate, known as LuLu 
Farm, is included on the Garden Conser -
vancy Tour, with the most recent event 
held on May 25, 2002. 

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2002 

pressing and the maple trees here are 
tapped for the sugaring process - activi-
ties introduced by Sparks and his wife. 
Penny. 

It has taken time. but Sparks is seeing 
evidence that his steps to address problems 
rooted in the soil are working. He is stick-
ing with his regimen. which begins with 
deep-root fertilization in the fall, followed 
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"That's an ongoing. national 
tour." notes Sparks. "We have up-
wards of 200 visitors throughout 
the season. The Ithaca Gardening 
Club will be touring in June. and 
we've had Hortus (Hortus Forum). 
another gardening club, out here. 
The 80 acres preserved in the con-
servation easement can't be 
developed." 

Food from the estate's extensive 
vegetable gardens are canned and 
donated to area food banks. A small 
orchard, with 22 semi-dwarfapple 
trees, provides apples for cider 

4 	
- 	 ' 

Lewis Sparks checks on spring blossoms. 

isn't a quick fix," he suggests. 
Signs that the trees have ben-

efited from this approach include 
fewer fungal infections as well as a 
reduction in other diseases. Insect 
problems are also less common 
than in the past. now that 
beneficials are returning. 

"The plants are obviously stron-
ger." says Sparks. "We have 
noticed that they suffer a whole lot 
less storm damage than in the past, 
which we attribute directly to the 
plants being healthier and stronger. 
more able to resist insects and dis- 
ease. Earthworm activity has also 

increased. With the addition of humic acid. 
a lot of organic matter is present. That's 
helping to create a favorable environment 
for our trees and herbaceous plants. We've 
noticed much deeper rooting from all the 
herbaceous and woody plants." 

Sparks concedes that an arborist's '.\ ork 
is never done. "But on the whole. it'., cood 
work. I'm very lucky." TCI 
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Tim Johnsor 
New Chairman of NA Board of Directors 

T he National Arborist Association's new chairman of 
the board. Tim A. Johnson, came very close to avoid-
ing involvement in the association altogether. 

His father, who was always a strong advocate of the NAA, 
joined in 1950. Johnson's initial contact was less promising. 
In 1978, just after he had left his father's company to start out 
on his own, he was one of a group of arborists planning to meet 
with State Attorney General Bruce Babbitt about licensing. "I 
needed some statistical information for the meeting," he re-
members. Even though Johnson had been involved with the 
NAA through his father's company, he had not yet signed on 
as a member with his own business. He called the NAA and 
asked the executive vice president, Bob Felix, if he would send 
the information he needed. 

"No, you're not a member," Felix answered. After pleading 
his case, insisting that his efforts would help all tree care com-
panies in the state, he asked again. "Join and I'll get it to you." 
promised Felix. 

"Fat chance." Johnson thought at the time. It would be three 
more years before he would became an NAA member and a 
good friend of Bob and Pat Felix. 

Since he first entered the industry working for his father, he 
has enjoyed a varied career. His expansive involvement in the 
Profession has spanned many changes - with the NAA and the 
profession. 

Johnson got his start in tree care during high school and col-
lege working for his father's company, Badger Tree Service, 
which was located in Beloit. Wis., then in Phoenix. He started 
as a general laborer and eventually become a foreman of all 
tree care operations. 

After high school and before college, he took his arboricul-
ture knowledge on the road, traveling the United States and 
working with a number of tree care companies. He took posi-
tions with Trees of Houston in Texas Halverson Tree Experts 
in New Orleans: Florida Forestry in Tampa: Frost and Higgins 
Company in Boston: and Hillman Tree Surgery in Galesburg, 
Ill.. (all NAA members). 

After his travels, he enrolled at California Polytechnic 
State University at San Luis Obispo, where he earned a 
bachelor of science degree in agriculture - ornamental hor - 

ticulture. He immediately put his newly minted degree to 
work with Davey Tree Surgery Company, which hired him 
to open an office in Hawaii. He moved to a position as cor -
porate coordinator with Davey in California, from which 
he supervised offices in five states. 

The lure of travel then took over again, and Johnson em-
barked on an 18-month journey around the world, sometimes 
visiting arboretums and tree care companies in Europe, Asia 
and Australia. He confesses he "didn't get a chance to stop and 
look at the trees while running with the bulls in Pamplona or 
hiking through the Hindu Kush in Afghanistan." 

Upon his return, he went to work again with Badger Tree 
Service until striking out on his own. In 1978, he founded Ar -
tistic Arborist, Inc., in Phoenix. a full-service tree health 
management company. Artistic Arborist has evolved over the 
past 24 years from a consulting business to a fairly large tree 
service and back to a consulting business. Today, the company 
has a small tree care services division: offers consultation ser -
vices; provides tree care skills training, workshops and 
seminars: and has retail tree care tools and diagnostic equip-
ment for sale. 

The curiosity and quest for knowledge that sent him around 
the country and then around the world has propelled him to 
dive into the organizations that influence the green industry. 
Just as his business has grown over the years, so, too, has 
Johnson's involvement in the organizations, committees and 
governing bodies of the profession. He is an active member of 
International Society of Arboriculture, American Forestry As-
sociation, Society of Commercial Arboriculture, Arizona 
Nursery Association, International Palm Society, National 
Arbor Day Foundation, and Valley of the Sun Men's Garden 
Club. In addition, he is vice president of the Board of Direc-
tors of American Society of Consulting Arborists and has been 
chairman of ANSI A300 Standards Committee since 1991. 

His concurrent involvement with other green industry orga-
nizations has helped form his appreciation for the value of NAA 
membership. 

"The NAA was founded 64 years ago with a dream of pro-
viding targeted services to commercial arborists," he says. 
"When my dad joined in 1950, there were 150 companies in 
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the NAA family. When I took the fate-

ful step and joined in 1981. there were 
only 333 member families, a growth of 
only five members per year. Time 
marched on. Peer review ended and 
membership raced to approximately 
1.200 by the time I joined the board in 

1995. Now, sixyears and two strategic 
plans later, we have approximately 2.800 
members - a growth of five per week. 
Because of these strategic plans and hard 
work by the staff during difficult times. 
the NAA is financially stable in a way 
never seen before. Our bottom line has 
increased while we have invested in the 
association through technology to make 
the NAA a 24-hour. 7-day-a-week inter -

national association. Visit our Web site 
and see." 

High on his agenda as NAA chairman 

vill be to finalize the association's next 
three-year strategic plan. He plans to put 
his 40 years of varied industry experi-
ence to use in helping to facilitate the 
association's direction. 

"With the breakthrough thinking and 
dreams that will be used to implement 
the next three-year strategic plan. the 
\AA - through the volunteer leadership. 
staff and infrastructure - will be able to 
move the NAA to heights unimaginable 
10. even five, years ago." he insists. 

"The next era of NAA will not be the 
same association my father knew, nor even 
the one we know today. To service our 
members, we must be a dynamic associa-
tion with the ability and agility to change 
with the world as it changes around us. We. 
the current members and staff, are the cus-
todians of the future NAA. We have to 
build the NAA so that the next generation 
wants to be a part of it." 

Johnson is excited about the future of 
the NAA and he hopes to transfer that 
excitement to the membership at large 
during his tenure. "This is the time to put 
our efforts as a membership into work-
ing hard together to invest our time and 
energy into an NAA that will survive 
generational differences, diversity, and 
impacts we can't even conceive of now." 
he says. "When the strategic plan rolls 
out this summer. I would like each mem-
ber to consider contributing. We need 
each and every member to step up and  

share his or her expertise. There is room 

for everyone! Together we can accom-

plish great things." 
Johnson's 40-year personal journey 

through the profession has taken him 
outdoors around the world and indoors 
to the committee and boardrooms of the 
organizations that advance the entire 
green industry. Through his willingness  

to volunteer, share his experiences, and 
help write the standards that govern the 
profession, he has helped determine the 
direction of the industry. 

As chairman of the board of the NAA, 
he has a clear sense of the direction he 
wants to take the association. "Let's 
never look back - we are not planning 

to go that way." TCI 
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Arborist Service Day at 
Historic Site 

O n Saturday. March 2, 2002. In-
tcrnational Society of Arbori-
culture (ISA) Southern Chapter 

and Clemson Extension Service co-spon-
sored Arborist Service Day 2002 at the 
Penn Center Historic District in Beau-
fort. S.C. This was a volunteer service 
event where professional tree care com-
panies and other volunteers donated their 
time, labor and equipment to take care 
of the many beautiful live oaks on the 
Penn Center Campus. The Penn Center 
is a significant site in African American 
history as it was one of the first schools 
for freed slaves and a retreat location for 
Dr. Martin Luther King. Despite the in-
clement weather. 85 individuals 
representing 25 companies and organi-
zations participated in the day's event. 

Work crews began arriving at 7 a.m. that 
morning. The slow rain turned to heavy 
downpours several times, thoroughly 
drenching anyone who wasn't already 
soaked. We decided to end the day at I 
p.m. and the Penn Center staff kindly  

worked with us to serve the 
Gullah meal at 1:30 so that 
everyone had a hot meal be- 
fore they went home. The 
dedicated volunteers con- 
tributed $32,115 in 274 	- 
equipment hours and 568 
personnel hours. Donated 
supplies and funds brought the total alue 
of services received by the Penn Center to 
over $35,000! Local weather reports in-
dicated that Mother Nature contributed 1.6 
inches of rain during that time period! 

In order to include everyone, many 
arborists brought their children. The Stu-
dent Society of Arboriculture (SSA) and 
the National Arborist Association 
teamed up to provide a kids climb. The 
SSA and Preservation Tree Care pro-
vided the equipment and the NAA 
donated the time. Due to the rainfall the 
kids climb was moved indoors. Sturdy 
ceiling beams provided adequate support 
to allow the kids, big and little, some 
aerial time. 

Thank You to the fOiIo\viflg par-
ticipants and sponsors: 

Penn Center 
ISA Southern Chapter 
Clemson Extension 
Historic Tree Preservation 
Preservation Tree Care 

Bartlett Research Lab 
Bartlett Tree Experts 
Carpenter Tree Care 
City of Beaufort 
City of Charleston 
Cove Marsh Recycling 
Crystal Springs 
Davey Tree Experts 
Dataw Island Golf Maintenance 
Gullcove Gardens Grinding 
Husqvarna 
Jon s e red 
The Laurus Group 
LCR Construction 
Lewis Tree Service 
Mead's Tree Service. Charleston. S.C. 
National Arborist Association 
Patterson Construction 
Plant Health Care. Inc., Frogmore. S.C. 
Publix Supermarkets.Inc. 
Red Piano Too Art Gallery 
S&S Tree Service 
Sherrill Arborist Supply 
South Carolina Electric & Gas 
SC Forestry Commission 
SC State Park Service-Edisto State Park 
SC Urban & Community Forestry Council 
Southern Tree Services 
Sox & Freeman 
Staples 
Steele Tree Equipment and Supply 
Student Society of Arhoriculture 
Vermeer Southeast 	 TCI 
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Prove It Through ISA certification. With more than 200 

qualifying exams offered at locations throughout the country, it's 

easier than ever to put our credential behind your name. For more 

information, call 888-ISA-TREE today. 

BE CERTAIN. i1• 

BE CERTIFIED. 

ISA 
www.isa-arbor.com  



1995 Brush Bandit Chipper, 
John Deere Diesel, 14" 

Capacity, Tandem Axle, 2K 
hours, Stock #897 $13,900 

1 

Handler, 1988 International, 
103k Miles, Diesel, 5 spd. w/2 
spd rear. Stock e940. S19,800 

— 

47 . HTe. 1995 Fora 
F-Series, Diesel, Auto Trans, 

AC, Stock #942, $19,500 

53' W H Hi-Ranger on 
1985 International, DT-466, 

Auto. Stock #909 
511,500 

International, Diesel, 111k 
Miles, 5 spd. w'2 spd. rear, 

Stock #930,S20,500 

____ • - 

International. Diesel. 5 spd 
w/2 spd. Rear. Stock #946. 

$28,500 

I rali 
198S-'87 International Chip 

Trucks, 14' Long Chip Boxes, 
Diesel, 5-spd. w/2 spd. Rears, 

99k miles, Stock #920, $12,900 

Internationals, 100k miles, Diesels, 
5 spd. w/2 spd rears, (10 To Choose 

From) Stock #951, $19,800 

75'v'v' H H-Ranger on 1990 
Ford F-800, Gas, 5 Spd., 8k 
Original Miles, New Paint, 

Beautiful! Stock #905 $49,500 

Pesticide Notification 
Required at Pa. Schools 

A new law recently signed by Pennsyl-
vania Gov. Mark Schweiker will require 
that a certified applicator or pesticide ap-
plication technician notify school officials 
at least 72 hours before beginning the 
planned treatment. The applicator must 
also supply school officials with a pest 
control information sheet that must be 
posted by school officials in a public area 
with high foot traffic. 

Under the new law, the pesticide and 
applicator information (including phone 
number) must also be made available to 
student's parents and guardians who re-
quest the information. 

The pesticide notification ruling will 
take effect Jan. 1, 2003. 

Another bill that recently became a law. 
SB 705, amends the Public School Code 
by adding legislation that requires schools 
to adopt integrated pest management plans 
in accordance with the integrated pest  

management policies or regulations of the 
Department of Agriculture. 

Schools are required to adopt an IPM 
plan by Jan. 1, 2003. The bill also places 
responsibilities on the Department of Ag-
riculture to assist in the development. 
planning and preparation of the integrated 
pest management plan. 

Eastwood Loses 
'Tree-mendous" Honor 

Clint Eastwood's distinction as owning 
what was believed to be the nation's larg-
est known hardwood has been 
overshadowed by an even bigger tree 200 
miles up the street. 

The new champion - a bluegum euca-
lyptus - was discovered in Petrolia. Calif.. 
north of Eastwood's Carmel, Calif., home. 

In 2000. Eastwood's bluegum eucalyp-
tus took first place in the official National 
Register of Big Trees. The new champion 
this year weighs in at nearly 49 feet in cir-
cumference and 141 feet tall, with a  

126-foot crown. That gives it a point total 
of 759 on American Forest's scale, over-
shadowing Eastwood's 629-point 
eucalyptus. 

The reeictrv k revkecl every two years. 

vveeaKffler May Mar. 
Male Frogs Into Females 

A recent study from the University of 
California. Berkeley, suggests that the 
popular weedkiller atrazine can cause 
mutations in frogs, giving male frogs fe-
male sex organs and curtailing their croaks 
- a key to attracting mates. 

The study indicated that even very low 
levels of the herbicide can cause the mu-
tations. Although the frogs appear normal 
on the outside, mutated frogs have both 
male and female sex organs, and often. 
their testicles do not function properly. The 
study showed mutated frogs have a lower-
than-normal level of testosterone and a 
smaller larynx - making it more difficult 
for them to croak and attract mates. 

The decline worries scientists because 
amphibians such as frogs respond to envi-
ronmental dangers before other species. 

According to the report, published in the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences. 'Atrazine is the most commonly 
used herbicide in the U.S. and probably the 
world. 

LOWEST PRICES ON THE MARKET 
G & A EQUIPMENT, INC. 	 1-800-856-8261 
KNOXVILLE, TN 	Visit Us At: www.GandAequipment.com  

Tree-Sitter Dies 
in 150-Foot Fall 

A tree-sitter who climbed 150 up a tree 
to protest a timber sale fell from the tree 
and died just days after the sale she was 
protesting was called off. 

Officials told the Associated Press that 
Beth O'Brien, 22, of Portland. Ore., was 
using a rope to get from one platform to 
another in the treetops of Oregon's Mount 
Hood National Forest when she slipped. 

The timber sale she had been protesting 
was canceled three days before her death. 
but protesters were waiting for the final 
paperwork to be signed before they 
climbed down from their perches. 

It took rescue crews over two hours 
struggling up snowy dirt roads to reach the 
camp after fellow activists called rescuers, 
Clackamas County Sheriffs spokeswoman 
Angela Blanchard said. IC! 
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 Protection Co., Inc. 
1607 S. Main St. 
Goshen, IN 46526 
800-860-8388 
Fax: 574-534-3719 
info@ipclp.com  
www.ipclp.com  

Lightning Protection for Trees 
Your complete source for /ightn/ng protect/on needs. ARBORIST 

• Provide your clients an additional service. 
• Limited investment, quick profits. 
• Consider golf courses, parks, large estates and historic trees. 
• Lightning protection systems for all types of structures. 
• Send for a free Tree Kit-A folder containing 

information about adding this service. 
• Order our video or CD Rom- "The How-to Presentation for 

Installing Lightning Protection in Trees" - $ 19.95, Visa or 
MasterCard. 
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By Derek Patch 

Hyoung 

ave you ever looked through 
a magniglass at a 

 shoot of a tree or a shrub? 
It is a most revealing, not to say fasci-
nating and beautiful, experience. A 
beech (Fagus svlvatica) leaf, for ex-
ample, has a delicate fringe of hair. while 
some limes (Tilia species) have stellate 
hairs on their abaxial (underside). 

To a plantsman, the presence or ab-
sence of hairs can be critical in 
determining the identity of a plant. In 
most tree species, such hairs are gener -
ally short lived, but tufts may persist in 
the axils of the veins, for example. Dur -
ing the time the ephemeral hairs are 
present, they can prove problematic. 

To a tree surgeon, London plane 
(Platanus acerifolia) is probably the tree 
best known for having hairy shoots and 
leaves. After the white poplar (Populus 
alba), the expanding shoots and leaves 
of the planes are possibly the most 
densely clothed in hairs. On London  

plane, the covering of hairs, known as 
farina, quickly weathers away during 
early spring. 

The mass of fine hairs falling from 
London plane trees is not of consequence 
to the general public walking along the 
urban pavement. This is because air cur-
rents quickly disperse the hairs over a 
wide area. 

For anybody working in the crowns of 
a London plane in the spring, however, the 
farina can be far from benign. Intimate 
contact with the hairs, as occurs when 
pruning Street trees in spring, can lead to 
problems. The fine hairs find their way into 
the respiratory tract where they cause irri-
tation and, in some cases, hay fever and 
asthma, resulting in lost work time. Hairs 
of the less frequently encountered Orien-
tal plane (P. orientalis) have been recorded 
irritating both the respiratory tract and the 
conjunctiva of the eyes. 

The problem is not solved by having 
all tree workers taking a vacation in the  

spring, because in the autumn, the fruits 
of London plane - those bristly spheri-
cal balls - also contain a mass of fine 
hairs, which are just as irritating to the 
respiratory tract. 

Would the solution be to issue all tree 
workers face masks in spring and autumn 
when they are working on London plane? 
Imagine the reaction of the general pub-
lic walking around the city seeing men 
wearing masks pruning trees! There 
would be widespread calls for all plane 
trees to be felled - a scenario that we 
must not fuel! A more practical approach 
- and one that would not affront the pub-
lic and may even reduce complaints 
about pruning being done at the wrong 
time - would be to prune London planes 
only in the dormant season. In an emer -
gency, tree could be pruned when they 
are in full leaf and the farina has weath-
ered away. 

Even though the farina is a purely 
physical irritation in the respiratory sys-
tem, the resultant sneezing and streaming 
eyes do place tree workers in potential 
danger. Taking steps to minimise the risk 
should, therefore, form part of a job risk 
assessment. 

Derek Patch is part of Tree Advice
Trust in the United Kingdom. Tree Ac/ -
rice Trust's Tree Helpline, available in 
the UK only, can be reached at.' 09065 
161147. Reference.' Mitchell J., and 
RookA. (1979) Botanical Dermatology. 
Plants and Plant Products Injurious to the 
Skin. Green grass, Vancouver. '1(1 

Do you have a story 
From the Field? 

TCI will pay $100 fr.r published articles. 
Submissions become the property of TCI 
and are subject to editing for grammar, 

style and length. Entries must include the 
name of a company and a contact person. 
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Unless you can wait 25 years to take advantage of the innovative 
features and quality construction of the MAT-TREE, we suggest you call 
your representative today. Take one look and you'll see the difference 
between a MAT-TREE and any of those 6 year "throw away" models. 

Check out these great standard features: 

Innovative telescopic 
upper boom 
Solid boom construction - 
not pipe construction like 
our competitors 
Amazing horizontal reach 
of 41 feet at 30 feet 
above ground 
Non-over center design 
for greater stability 
No chains or cable for 
boom actuation 
Working height up to 65 feet 
Bearing ring with 3 ft. 
diameter, 360° rotation 
for smooth operation 
Faster tower operation - 
fastest in the industry! 

Platform capacity of 400 lbs. 
Stowed height like a 
48 ft. machine 
Available for a non-CDL 
chassis configuration 
Unique patented hydraulic 
platform leveling system 
And much more! 

-- 	 - 	 - 
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LET'S SEE... 
N 25 YEARS THE MAT-TREES 

SHOULD START TO HIT THE USED 
EQUIPMENT MARVET... JUST IN TIME 
FOR ME TO MUSQE IN ON PA'S 

TREE TRIMMING BUSINESS! 

ill 
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